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Fees set for housing;
search on for director
By Becky Armstrong
Staff writer

Hunters have been using this deer stand on one of the nature trails
at UNF to spot deer. Campus police say this is not the first time deer
stands have been found on campus. See page 3 for related story.

College Bowl team puts UNF
on state academic power map
By Frank DeMasi
Special to the Spinnaker

The University of North Florida’s first
attempt in College Bowl competition
finds itself a southeastern powerhouse.
“For the first time, UNF has been rec
ognized as an academic power,” said
club president Steve Silkowski. The Bish
op Kenney High School graduate was
recognized as the Most Valuable Player
of the Armstrong State Tournament in
Savannah, Jan. 18. The UNF senior an
swered 82 toss-up questions to lead all
competitors in the team’s second tourna
ment of the 84-85 season.
The Ospreys got off to a fast start win
ning their first tournament, The First An
nual Hatter Invitational at Stetson Uni
versity.
Taking their “best in the state” 4-0
record into Savannah, the Ospreys found
themselves competing with some of the
"southeast’s major schools. After 16
rounds, UNF defeated Georgia Tech Uni
versity, Emory University, Florida State
University, Auburn University, Mercer
University, Armstrong State College,
Furman University, Stetson University,
and Eckerd College by default.
UNF fell victims to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Berry Col
lege, Oxford College of Emory Universi
ty, Miami-Dade Community College, the
University of Tennessee and the Emory
University’s number two team.
The nine victories and eight defeats
for the day, left UNF with a 13-8 overall

record.
Silkowski’s are now preparing for the
‘Southeast Regional Finals’ at Auburn on
Feb. 15-16. If victorious, UNF will repre
sent the Southeast in the nationals.
Joining Silkowski, are seniors Ann
Popp of Wolfson High School, and Joseph
Van Do, another Bishop Kenney gradu
ate. The squad’s lone junior is Englewood
High School graduate Frank Perry. Two
freshmen round out the team; David
Smith of Nease High School and Byron
Rocher, a graduate of Victory Christian
Academy.
Silkowski credits the team’s success to
its “complimentary strengths, dedication
and sense of family.”
Credit must also go to the Student
Government association. Says Silkowski,
“I’m impressed with SGA’s support.”
The team, actually a club, is sponsored
by Dr. Ray Bowan, and assisted by Dr.
Elizabeth Furdell.
This first College Bowl team at UNF
was organized in early September, dur
ing Club Fest, where most of the mem
bers were found.
A College Bowl, Inc. club is chartered
when ten packs of ‘official questions’ are
purchased. The only other major require
ment, is that the school organize and hold
an Intramural Tournament.
The four-man team tournament will be
See COMPETITION, page 14

The University of North Florida will
welcome a new breed of student in the
fall of 1985, — the campus resident.
Student residences are presently under
construction and are schedueled to be
completed in time for the fall semester.
“If everything goes according to plan,
the facilities will be finished, as far as
construction is concerned, by the end of
June. The completion date is somewhere
around June 23,” said Don Thibault, assis
tant dean for student life.
Applications for residence will be han
dled on a first come first served basis.
“The highest priority will go to full-time
students requesting a two-term agree
ment (live in for fall and spring terms).
The next priority will go to part-time stu
dents requesting housing for fall and
spring term. Then full-time students re
questing a one semester agreement and
part-time students requesting one semes
ter agreements,” said Thibault.
Resident agreements are available at
Campus Life and Housing, Bldg. 14 and
are now being accepted. Deadline for the
agreements is eight weeks before the
start of the term. The residences will
open the Friday before classes begin.
Dr. Sandra G. Hansford, vice president
for student affairs, said a completed
model [without furniture] of the one bed
room apartment will be ready for inspec-

tion in approximately three weeks. She
said it was important that students and
their parents be able to see where the
student will be living before committing
themselves.
The cost of a 1 bedroom/2 student
apartment is $810 per student per semes
ter fall and spring. A 2 bedroom/4 stu
dent apartment is $531 per student per
semester. For the summer semester, the
cost for a 1 bedroom/2 student apart
ment is $540 per person and 2 bedroom/4
student apartment is $354 per student.
“Utilities and telephones will be han
dled separately. They will be handled like
an apartment, the people living in the
unit will make arrangements with Jack
sonville Electric Authority to turn the
power on and off,” said Thibault.
The search process is just getting un
derway to hire the Director of Housing
for the residences, said Hansford. Until
such time as that position is filled, she
said, she has appointed Thibault, interim
director of housing.
As the new assistant dean of student
life, Thibault will oversee the operations
of the residences. One of Thibault’s ma
jor goals for the coming year is to get the
residences “off and running well.”
See UNIQUE, page 2

Frosh make thé grades;
88.9% return for spring
By Pam Marshall
Staff Writer

Included on the fall 1984 Dean’s List
are 25 of the 340 new full-time campus
freshmen. “That’s an impressive num
ber,” said Dr. Dale Clifford, director of
freshmen and sophomore programs at
the University of North Florida.
Seven freshmen had 4.0 grade point av
erages. “I am really pleased. The stu
dents did really well,’” she said.
Members of the faculty found teaching
freshmen a challange. They enjoyed
working at a different level and discover
ing new teaching strategies, she said.
Students had only a few complaints,
said Clifford. “Math anxiety and econom
ics I were cause for some concern but
even the troubled students stayed with
us.” She said 88.9 percent of the freshmen
returned for spring semester. This figure
is well above the retention rate for any of
the other eight state universities for last
year.
Students received a lot of personal at
tention from the faculty and the skills
center which proved very helpful, she
said.
The interaction with the older students
on campus proved very positive. “The
freshmen expected to be ‘hazed’ in, like

entering junior or senior high school In
stead they found positive interaction be
tween the juniors and seniors them
selves.”
“From the beginning this campus had
an attitude of friendliness and openness.
This campus communicates,” said Clif
ford.
No major problems occured, Clifford
said, because a full year was spent plan
ning for the freshman class. Every seg
ment of the university was involved in
the planning.
Lab space is a growing problem,
though, she said. Due to the lack of space
some shifting around will have to be done
to make more room.
According to Clifford, freshmen with
4.0 grade point averages are: Kathryn
Duncan, Monique French, Yolonda
Jones, Lena McAlister, Marti McKenzie,
Larry Teitelman and Randall Wilson.
Freshmen with a 3.5 or better average
are: Terri Barnes, Tamela Collins, Susan
Lukata, Jeana.Van Matre, Michelle
Glaros, Virginia Mills, Harold Tool, Ma
rie Velez, Marsha Creely, Scott Parrish,
Elizabeth Lawson, Lisa Smith, Shawn
Harding, Helene Kamps, Mindy RotstÄn,
Michael Silverman, Stuart Thomas and
Timm Tuttle.
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Dean Parrish leaves administration for classroom.

Reflects on his years at UNF
By Tom Howes
Special to the Spinnaker

The last of the original deans of the
University of North Florida “retired” on
Dec. 31 to return to the classroom. Dr.
James Μ. Parrish, dean of the college of
business administration, had been with
the University since its conception in
1971.
Parrish reflected on the years that
have become history for the still young
university.
In 1971, three administrative heads and
three academic deans opened UNF in
temporary facilities in Jacksonville while
architects and builders checked out the
possibilities of the site off of St. John’s
Bluff Road.
From the beginning the emphasis has
been on trying to accomodate working
people by having night classes and as
varied a program as possible. In 1972, the
master of business program began. Par
rish feels that this university has gradu
ated more MBAs than perhaps any of the
other eight schools in the State Universi
ty System.
In 1975, the American Assembly of Col
legiate Schools of Business waived its
normal five year rule and granted under-

graduate accrediation to the business
college.
“Our difference is not so much in the
content of the courses we offer but in our
delivery system,” Parrish said. He said
the business college had a fine faculty
and adjunct professors that have helped
considerably.
He said he could envision some in
crease in numbers of students at UNF.
He doesn’t expect a dramatic increase,
but a “steady, yet constant, manageable
growth.”
Although officially retiring, Parrish is
staying at the University as an instruc
tor. He is teaching two graduate market
ing classes and leading two undergradu
ate directed self-study programs. He said
he can still teach and have time for fish
ing, if he has his class work in the even
ings.
“I want to give Dr. MacLaughlin, the
temporary dean of business, a free hand
without my being under foot. He’s been
my right hand for so long. When Dr. Mo
ses [Edward Moses, who takes over as
dean on July 1, 1985] from the University
of Central Florida becomes the new dean
in July, I want to be helpful but not in the
way. The University is fortunate to be
getting a man with Dr. Moses’ creden-

tials,” said Parrish.
“But I do like to fish and I have a fa
vorite fishing hole. Whenever my oldest
grandson comes to town he knows he and
gramps have a date with the fishing
poles,” he said.
His nine grandchildren range in age
from his fishing buddy at 13 years to the
youngest at two months. He and his wife
have four sons and one daughter.
The University designated the week of
Jan. 13-19 “James Parrish Week.” He was
honored at a wine and cheeses reception
in the library atrium and at a dinner at
the Osprey Cafe. At the dinner he was
given a cruise for two to Nassau and the
out islands, and a video cassette record
er. He was also named Dean Emeritus.
Parrish received his BA and MA de
grees from the University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa. He transferred to the Uni
versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, to
work on his PhD and teach.
He worked at Washington University
in St. Louis for one year before he was in
vited to be dean of the business school at
Mississippi State University. In 1961-1964
he worked under the Kennedy and John
son administrations in Washington as
graduate dean for academic courses in
the Army.

Unique design of apartments will
make living enjoyable for students
From page 1

The unique design of the UNF apart
ments is not like the typical college hous
ing.
“Most of the other campuses do not
have apartments that students can live in
unless they are married students. The
apartments will be fully furnished like
you would find at other schools but are
also going to be fully equiped with a
kitchen,” said Thibault.
The apartments are also .a different
type of scale than most other school
housing. “We are talking about housing
430 students in seven buildings. Each
building will house about 70 students.”
Total cost for the housing project is es
timated to be around $5.7 million. The
project is being funded through loans by
Atlantic National Bank and industrial de
velopment bonds.
“The financing is very intricate and in
volved. Very few projects have private '
financing (private sector loans),” said
Jim Haywood, vice president of adminis
trative affairs. “Here we have combined
a private capital market into the project
while most buildings are state resources
at other schools.”
The UNF Board of Trustees has made
what was once a dream into reality. The
UNF Foundation has taken responsibility
for three major things: leasing state land
forup to forty years; borrowing $5.7 mil
lion; and building student residences.

“The Foundation is the major key *
player that deserves total credit for their
support in this housing project,” said
Haywood. “This shows a major indica
tion of our community support of this uni
versity and its program.”
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The student residences are looking impressive as they take on a fin
ished appearance. One of the apartments will be ready for viewing in
approximately three weeks.
⅛
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Dean Parrish (I.) accepts Dr. Bol
den’s congratulations on his retire
ment as Dr. Merwin looks on.

UPB Lecture
Committee
needs help
By Grace Hayes
News editor

Students can expect to find more lecture series on campus next fall because
of the planning now being done by the
University Planning Board’s Lecture
Committee.
“We didn’t have enough lectures this
year and we are trying to change that,”
said Bob Watts, committee chairman.
“Our goal is to offer a great deal of varie
ty,” he said.
The tentative plan is to have a local
speaker each week during the lunch
hour, said Watts. “These will be informal
lectures where students can bring their
lunch and hear someone from the com
munity,” he said.
In addition to local speakers, Watts
wants to schedule a lecture series every
other week. Lecturers for this series
would include sports personalities, au
thors and women’s leaders, he said.
Watts said the committee hopes to
have four major lectures during the
1985-86 school year, two in the fall and
two in the spring. “We don’t have anyone
in mind right now, but we will begin to
research individuals very soon.”
Cost is a factor when planning lectures
said Watts. “We are not working within a
budget right now, but will submit a bud
get figure to the UPB in March. I expect
our figures will be a lot more than the
$15,000 budgeted for lectures last year
[1984-85].”
Lecture costs vary depending on the
individual, said Watts.
According to Brett Ray, vice chairman
of the UPB, “someone like Barbara Wal
ters or Carl Sagen commands a price of
$10,000. Ed and Lorraine Warrenonly
charge $2000 and that includes expenses.”
“We are going to try to choose distin
guished lecturers whose charge doesn’t
exceed $5000 or $6000,” Watts said.
Watts stressed the importance of stu
dent imput in choosing the lectures. “We
need six or eight people on the commit
tee right now who are willing to
reasearch possibile speakers. We are
working on a recruitment drive right
now. Anyone who would like to partici
pate is welcome,” he said.

SGA Senate Meetings
Spring ’85
Date
Μ —2/11
T - 2/26
W — 3/20
R - 3/28
Μ —4/8
T—4/23

Time
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

Location
Blue Room
East Lecture Hall
Red Room
West Lecture Hall
Blue Room
East Lecture Hall

Happy Valentine's
Day
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Hunters invade UNF;
wildlife is in danger
By David Kowkabany
Staff writer

A common loon, a migratory water
fowl, was found dead Jan. 18 on the edge
of Lake Oneida. The campus police re
port showed it was killed with a single
shot to the chest. The loon was shot
sometime that morning, and found by
John Golden, supervisor of the nature
trails.
The University of North Florida cam
pus is a wildlife sanctuary, which means
it is “completely preserved, and must be
left alone entirely,” said Golden. The
campus is posted with signs prohibiting
all forms of hunting and collecting.
The campus police were very “inter
ested and responsive, said Golden, when
he reported the incident to them. Golden
also notified the Florida Game and Fresh
Water Fish Commission. The police have
declined comment on the situation , as it
is currently under investigation.
The bird, which Golden thinks was shot
with a .32-caliber or .38-caliber pistol, is
the only wildlife he has seen intentionally
killed on campus.
However, Golden has sighted an active
deer stand on UNF property. The stand,
a tree perch for hunters, is located about
100 yards within the campus boundary.
The stand is well-built, and is almost 18
feet up in the tree. The area around the
climbing spikes was well worn, which
suggested recent and frequent
use. Looking out of the stand, a hunter has
a view overlooking the road, and any ac
cessible trails to the stand. Behind him is
a swamp, which prevents anyone from
sneaking up in back of him.. From his
stand it would take only a few minutes
walk to be at the fence. Any deer killed
could be easily removed, because the
fence borders the road.

Dr. Robert Loftin, professor of philoso
phy and advisor to the Sawmill-Slough
Conservation Club, said a poacher must
be seen shooting an animal, or arrested
in the possession of it. Because of this, a
poacher will shoot the animal and wait to
see if anyone shows up. If not, then he
will haul the carcass away.
Loftin’s main concern is that some
“some student is going to be shot.”

Frequently, fences have been found
cut at the back of the property, and peo
ple have presumably entered with trucks
and dogs, said Golden.“They’re still cut
ting them and we’re still putting them
up,” said Golden.
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Gymnasium ?fbytes” the bullet
By Myra Bairstow
Staff writer

Construction for a computer science
building at the University of North Flor
ida could begin as early as this year if
the 1985 legislature approves funding.
The Board of Regent’s decision to re
place the UNF gymnasium with a com
puter science building on their funding
list stirred up a slight controversy.
Dr. Betty Flinchum, professor of edu
cation, has been at UNF since 1972 and
said she has seen plans for a gymnasium
“put back year after year.”
Although Flinchum said she is “profes
sionally” concerned about the quality of
the physical education program, she also
stressed other reasons why she support
ed the construction of a gymnasium over
a computer science building.
“The entire student body, and I empha
size all students are penalized from rec
reation without the gym, whereas only
those involved in computer science will
benefit from the project,” said Flinchum.
Flinchum also said a wellness labora
tory was planned to be a major part of
the gymnasium.
“This idea [of a wellness laboratory]
has gone down the drain without a gym,”
she said.
Bob Symons, assistant director of ath
letics, said he had “reservations” about ?
building a computer science building
over a gymnasium but supported “what
the University saw best at this time.”
“When the dorms get filled up and you
have close to 400 students with nowhere
to go, the University is going to be in
trouble,” said Symons.
Some local legislators, however,
strongly support a computer science
building.
“I will support the funding of a compu

ter science building. With our efforts to
compete in the community and in the
state, this would help UNF to move for
ward in the future,” said Sen. Mattox
Hair.
Rep. Thomas H azouri also said he will
support the funding of a computer sci
ence building.
“This is a number one priority. Eco
nomically, it will produce skilled workers
for Jacksonville. This will also help single
out UNF in the engineering field,” said
H azouri.
Sen. Joe Carlucci said, “The computer
science building could prove valuable for
UNF as well as for the community. Ev
eryone is using and becoming more de
pendent on computers.”
However, Carlucci disagrees with try
ing to single UNF out in only one field.
“I don’t know if it is good to try to be
outstanding in only one area. Right now,
I feel we should enhance all areas of our
school. We can take pride in competing
but to take pride in only being known as
a university with the best computer de
partment is not what I am after,” said
Carlucci.
The three legislators did not rule out
the importance of a gymnasium on cam
pus.
“The goal was to fund both a gym and
a computer science building, but realisti
cally this is not possible. The gym will
hopefully be put back on the capital out
lay list this year or within the next,” said
Hair.
H azouri, too, said he was looking for
the gymnasium to be funded by next
year.
“I think an athletic program is part of
the total college experience. A gym will
be forthcoming. This is part of what stu
dents look for when deciding on a univer-

sity to attend,” said Hazouri.
Carlucci stressed the idea of sharing
gym facilities with Florida Junior Col
lege.
“I think we should put our efforts into
sharing facilities with FJC. I can’t say if
funding for a gym will come in two years.
Eventually, UNF should have their own
gym on campus, but that is in the future.
If the arrangement with FJC does work
out, maybe we could wait five more
years for a gym at UNF. If for some rea
son the arrangement does not work out,
we will have to look at funding at an ear
lier date,” said Carlucci.
Flinchum said the possibility of shar
ing with FJC was easier said than done.
“Transportation must be considered.
Would shuttle busses be provided for all
students? And, under what arrangement
could we use their gym? Would the stu
dents be allowed to use all of their equip
ment as well?” said Flinchum.
The proposed $5 million computer sci
ence project will be located next to the
Student Life Center.
The three-story building will have an
expanded computer center; classrooms
and two 150-200 seat auditoriums; labora
tories for expanded terminals as well as
for micro-computers and computer
graphics; research facilities; and offices
for the faculty of computer and informa
tion sciences.
Although the BOR replaced the gym
nasium on their capital outlay list, they
did include funding for a natatorium. The
legislature will be voting on this funding
when they meet in April.
Symons said a natatorium is a cover
for the pool.
Funding for a pool was approved in
1982, but the administration asked to de
lay construction until they could get an
enclosure for the pool approved.

Jacksonville’s story told;
Civil War era comes alive
By Lynda Garner
Special to the Spinnaker

If you’ve ever been curious about what
really happened in the Jacksonville area
during the Civil War, you now have the
opportunity to find out.
Dr. Daniel Schafer, an associate pro
fessor of history at the University of
North Florida, and Richard Martin, a lo
cal historian, have co-authored Jackson
ville's Ordeal by Fire: A Civil War Histo
ry which provides a vivid and compre
hensive chronicle about Jacksonville’s
role in the conflict of the Civil War.
Martin’s original 1200 page manuscript
was a general history of Jacksonville’s
colonial origins from the sixteenth cen
tury through the Civil War.
James Ward, staff-writer for the Flor
ida Times-Union and author of the popu
lar Old Hickory's Town, was in charge of
the final editing and publication plans.
According to Ward, J. J. Daniel, the
previous publisher of Florida Publishing
Company, wanted to reduce the size of
the manuscript by at least one-half.
Schafer was asked to do the cutting and
editing.
However, no decision had been
reached on publishing the book when the
newspaper was sold to Morris Communi
cations, Inc. When Williams S. Morris III,
head of the corporation, gave the approv
al for publication, Schafer was again
asked to complete the editing and also to
intergrate into the work any other
sources and updated material not avail
able when the work was previously edit
ed.
“By concentrating on the Civil War
portion,” Ward said, “I believe we have a
book which provides a more complete
and definitevely detailed history of the
Civil War in Jacksonville than any oth
er.”
When asked to do the additional re
search, Schafer said he was glad to do so.
“I was familiar with the manuscript and

aware of the importance of the material
and the exciting historical period in
volved.”
The additional research turned into
months of hard work. Schafer’s research
of the history of Jacksonville took him to
such places as the Library of Congress
and the National Archives in Washington,
D.C.; the University of North Carolina
Library; the University of West Virginia
Library; the Duke University Library;
the P.K. Yonge Library; and the Florida
State Archives.
Additional research was also done by
Photo bx Barry Joye
See LOCAL, page 14

Dr. Daniel Schafer has co-authored
a book about Jacksonville during
the Civil War.

Recruitment #1 goal of
UNF Alumni Association
By Candace L. Preston
Managing Editor

The University of North Florida Alum
ni Board has undergone a restructuring
that members hope will facilitate recruit
ment and bring the alumni closer to the
students of UNF.
Paula Weatherby, director of alumni
services, said the alumni’s emphasis will
be on recruiting this year. “We have
some incredibly wonderful people out
there who have strong feelings for UNF,”
she said. The problem in the past has
been that they have not been approached
with projects and events that were con
venient for them. “These are busy peo
ple.” They must be provided with definite
duties and timelines.
She said a recruiting social for UNF
Alumni will be held Feb. 12 at 6 p.m. in
the Osprey Cafe atrium.
Melanie Μ. Angelieri, broker/salesman

for Plantec Realty Corp, and the new
president of the alumni, said the restruc
turing will help the alumni adapt to the
University’s needs and environment.
“We can’t have a small core group. We
need more members to give the board
body and form,” she said. The number
one goal of the alumni is to recruit mem
bers and assign them to specific areas.
.“We have quite an impressive level of
mature alumni out there with profession
al expertise. Their skills can be turned to
enhance the University.
Angelieri said this expertise can help
the board in four categories; program
ming, communications, political action
and student life support.

See ALI ΜNI, page 13

Student plan
a Golden
opportunity
By Myra Bairstow
Staff writer

It only took one University of North
Florida student a little brainstorming to
come up with an alternative to a costly
gymnasium.
John Golden said he heard a lot of
complaining after the plan for a gymna
sium was postponed in favor of a compu
ter science center, so he developed an
idea for a “multi-purpose” building.
He showed his plans to Becky Purser,
coordinator of reactional activities, who
was very supportive.
Purser, Golden and others from the
campus community will form an adviso
ry board to formally present the building
plans to the University in early Febru
ary.
“I support academics and a computer
science building, however, I do feel we
need something along the lines of this
multi-purpose building for the benefit of
all the students,” said Golden.
“I am worried about the dorms filling
up and the students having no place to
go. They only have two choices, the Boat
house or the woods. This is going to
cause trouble,” said Golden.
Golden described his plan as a big shed
with high walls for plenty of air circula
tion. High pressure sodium lights would
hang from the ceiling to resemble sun
light.
The floors would be constructed of
concrete and synthetic for longer wear.
The proposed gymnasium on the capi
tal outlay list was budgeted at $5 million.
Golden estimed his building at $1 million.
“I do not claim to be an architect, but
I did work in construction for three
years. I can cut costs a lot. For example,
the proposed floors were maple, mine
are synthetic for longer wear at a cheap
er price,” said Golden.
Golden also included a solar water sys
tem on the roof to generate hot water for
showers. He said this would “save the
University from footing any bills.”
Inside the building would be three un
official NCAA basketball courts that
could also accomodate badminton and
volleyball, Golden said. The building
could also be used for concerts and
dances.
“Every year around graduation I hear
[UNF] President McCray say he’s wor
ried about rain [graduation is outside]
With my plan his problem would be
solved,” said Golden.

Five students
selected for
Who’s Who
By Candace L. Preston
Managing Editor

Nineteen students were nominated by
the College of Arts and Sciences to be
considered for the 1985 edition of Who's
Who in American Universities and Col
leges.
The nominations came about after the
college failed to nominate any students in
the fall, when the original nominations
were submitted. [See the Jan. 21 issue of
the Spinnaker for the complete story]
After receiving permission from Who's
Who to submit five more names, Dr. San
dra Hansford, vice president for student
affairs, asked Dr. Edward Healy, dean of
arts and sciences to go to his department
chairs for nominations.
Nine faculty members and the dean re
sponded with the nineteen nominations.
Hansford, with the help of the Student
Government Association, the office of
Campus Life and Housing and the direc
tors of student affairs selected the five
students to be honored. They are: Nich
olas Fernandez; Margaret Johnson; Can
dace Preston; Steven Silkowski; and
Kathryn Walburn.
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Low enrollment is cited Research park proposed;
as CDRC says days only UNF could reap rewards
By Don Sapp
Special to the Spinnaker

Due to low enrollment, the Child De
velopment Research Center [CDRC] at
the University of North Florida is plan
ning to drop their night program at the
end of this semester unless there is an in
crease in the number of children en
rolled.
“The day program is totally self
funding. We receive no funds from the
university,” said Everett Malcolm, cen
ter director.
However, unless more parents take ad
vantage of the center’s program, they
can’t afford to lose approximately $200
per week, Malcolm indicated.
“If enrollment stays down, we’ll prob
ably have to close it out at the end of
spring semester,” Malcolm said.
The CDRC has an academically orient
ed program for children ages 2 through
14. With around 25 full-time and part-time
staff, the center offers programs based
on age level. It is a state licensed facility
following guidlines of one staff member
to six children for academic instruction;
1 to 8 for non-academics; and 1 to 10 chil
dren for outdoor and movement develop
ment, or “structured play”, according to
Malcolm.
Included in the program are movies
once a week, trampoline, arts and crafts
and a computer for the children.
“We do more in our pre-kindergarten
program than Duval County does in kin
dergarten,” said Malcolm. “During the
summer, we have more older children
than we can handle.”
The night program was stopped one
year ago, but due to requests was re
opened at the beginning of this semester.
There are around 12 children signed up
now. According to Malcolm, it will take
18-20 children just to break even finan
cially in this service which he wants to
see succeed.
“We’re not in the day care business.
We have a complete academic program

at night with certified teachers,” Mal
colm said.
With just under 400 children enrolled
overall, the center is able to pay its own
way and has dropped out of university
funding. Prior to two years ago, it was
funded by the Student Government Asso
ciation. With the success of the day pro
gram this source of money was no longer
needed.
What parents get for their money is a
high quality program for their children.
All UNF students, employees and staff
are eligible for use of the center along
with Florida Junior College students and
the general public on a space available
basis.
Students are charged $1.25 an hour for
up to 32 hours a week. If they exceed 32
hours the rate converts to a flat $40 for a
maximum of 40 hours. General public
rates are $17 for a full day, $9 for a half
day or $2 per hour with a maximum bill
ing of $60 a week for 45 hours of care.
Hours of operation are 8 a. m. until
10:30 p. m. Monday through Thursday
and 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. on Friday. Snacks
are available but parents are required to
provide their child with a main meal.
“People enjoy having us here. We
serve as a pre-intern and field experi
ence site also/’ said Malcolm. He also
said they are a resource center for pri
vate individuals who are thinking about
going into the child care business.
The center began in 1975 with just 10
children and has grown to serve the uni
versity at its present site on the north
side of the campus. Malcolm has been its
director since the beginning.
The center has no restrictions on the
type of children who can be enrolled with
the exception that they must be toilet
trained. They do have a rule which ap
plies to all children. They can remain at
the center “as long as they don’t infringe
on the rights of the other children or the
center as a whole,” said Malcolm.

By Grace Hayes
News editor

Part one of a series.
Permission to affiliate with a proposed
research and development park planned
for Northeast Florida was recently
granted to the University of North Flor
ida by the Board of Regents.
“When universities affiliate with a suc
cessful research park, the university gets
the fruits of that success through such
things as facilities, and eminent scholar
chairs, because of the positive relation
between business and education,” said
Bill Ingram, UNF Small Business Insti
tute program director and spokesman
for the Research and Development Park
Authority, which requested the affilia
tion.
“University affiliation with a research
and development park is an ideal situa
tion. The parks attract industries which,
in the short run, provide resources such
as adjunct professors or consulting pro
fessionals, making it easier for the Uni
versity to recruit high name profession
als,” said Ingram.
Ingram said the research park author
ity is a local development agency which
orchestrates the plans for a research
park. The authority formed as a result of
a two and a half year study Ingram did
at the request of a mayors council, to de
termine the feasibilty of a research park
in this area.
“One thing that attracts research ac
tivities and research and development
parks is labor. Other factors entering into
the selection of an area are costs of land
and facilities and the quality of life,” said
Ingram. The Northeast Florida area has
research park potential, he said.
The idea of research and development
parks is appealing to the State University
System because their budget is not in
creasing in proportion to the state’s bud
get, said Ingram. “We’re increasing at a
decreasing rate,” he said.

The BOR realizes that if a university is
to continue to grow and excell funds
must come from other sources.
One of the primary resources for uni
versity funds are business research
grants and corporate grants, he said.
“A research and development park is
another bit of interface which takes the
university into industry,” said Ingram.
UNF is an attractive choice for a re
search and development for another rea
son said Ingram, the possible availability
of university land.
“Using university land would be a big
part of the park’s payback to the Univer
sity.
Since university land can only be
leased by the developers of the park,
UNF could have a lot to gain in the long
run because the facilities on the land are
permanent. If the developers of a facility
finished their research or no longer had a
use for the facility, the University has a
building on campus land to utilize, said
Ingram.
He said university land is not the only
choice for the park. There are surround
ing parcels of land which would serve
very well. All possibilities will have to be
explored, said Ingram.
Several research parks are affiliated
with other state universities at present,
said Ingram, and the association has
been very successful.
He said that research occurs across a
complete spectrum of diciplines from so
cial sciences to high tecnology. When the
state decided to go along with the idea of
a research park, they thought they would
be marketing toward the speciality of the
university, but it has not been that way,
said Ingram.
“In the Orlando park, which is affiliat
ed with the University of Central Florida,
a university devoted mainly to the social
sciences, there are a hodgepodge of in
See COMMITTEE, page 14
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Editorial & Opinion
Keep hunters off campus;
let’s preserve what we have
The University of North Florida is a wild life sanctuary. One would
think that this would mean protection for any wildlife that might be
on campus. Not true. As a matter of fact, a recent event indicates that
students may not even be protected.
On Jan. 18 a common loon, a migratory water fowl, was found found
dead. Police say it was shot a single time in the chest.
Surely, you say this was just some type of mistake. A hunter would
not be on “our” campus. Once again, not true. A deer stand, a perch
for hunters, has been located within our “sanctuary.” Hunters, those
wonderful of sportsmen who shoot poor, defenseless animals, have in
filtrated our ranks.
Back in days of old, people had to kill animals in order to feed their
families. To kill a deer was to put food on the table, to keep people
nourished. What justification there is now for hunting is simply to re
lease frustrations — to feel the power of the shot.
Now there are hunters or hunting sympathizers out there reading
this and sayin that’s not fair. But all you have to do is hang around a
group of ‘good old boy hunters’ for a few minutes and hear them brag
ging about killing more than the limit and see the glee in their faces
when they discuss the big doe they bagged and you’ll get the picture.
For every scrupulous hunter out there, there’s another unscrupulous
one. It’s the old song of a few spoiling it for the many.
The only problem is that a group of gun nuts known as the National
Rifle Association have taken it upon themselves to keep this nation up
to its neck in guns. To talk about restricting hunters, is in the NRA’s
opinion, to talk against God, country and firearms.
Even though the merits of hunting are questionable, their are
places where it is accepted, time frames when it is allowed. Perhaps
there is even some ecological justification for killing, such as thinning
out certain animal populations, etc. But the place for such an endeav
or isn’t on a wild life sanctuary and at no time is it acceptable on a
college campus.
College is a place to leam, not a place to look out for bullets. Not
only are animals in danger, so are students. But look out we must, all
because of some “loons” who call themselves sportsmen.

Chappaquiddick lingers on
as Ted ponders one last bid
By J. Howard Mooney
Editorial staff

And the last shall be first. President
John F. Kennedy once said these words
in connection with his youngest brother,
Edward Kennedy, better known as Ted.
Was John Kennedy prophetic? Will Ted
Kennedy one day assume to the throne of
power — the presidency?
While it is 4 long years until the 1988
presidential race, watching Sen. Kennedy
on his recent forays to Ethiopia and
South Africa makes one wonder if Teddy
is finally ready. Will ’88 be the last and
best chance for the Massachusetts sena
tor?

Commentary
Some political prognosticators say that
Kennedy’s recent pilgrimages to South
Africa and Ethiopia were merely politi
cal ploys that indicate he is gearing up
for another presidential bid. In essence,
there could be some truth to this thesis.
Afterall, the trips did garner some signif
icant coverage.
Yet, to say that Kennedy doesn’t really
care about the plight of people in South
Africa and Ethiopia, that he just went
there to aide his career is to ignore some
important facts. First, Kennedy went to
Ethiopia at the same time the George
Schultz-Andre Gromyko arms discus
sions were going on in Geneva. If Kenne
dy went just to get notoriety, certainly he
could have picked a better time. Having
to share the limelight with something as
significant as Soviet-American discussion
certainly isn’t good timing or good poli
tics. Surely he could have gone at an ear
lier or later date.
Then he goes to South Africa. Detrac
tors once again say his motives for the
trip weren’t pure, that he had ’88 on his
mind. Well, what group do you think
gives Kennedy problems as far as presi
dential politics goes? Certainly not black
Americans, many of whom have fond
memories of his brothers John and Rob
ert and their efforts on behalf of civil
rights. Also, Ted has made civil rights a
cornerstone of his career. Where Kenne
dy’s problem lies is with white America
— a white America that is skeptical of
the last Kennedy brother. Going to South
Africa doesn’t really help the senator
there.
It is more likely that Kennedy once
again was doing something not for poli
tics but for principle, as he has done in
supporting a national health insurance
plan — derided by critics as socialistic —
and condemning the covert actions in
Central America.
Will Kennedy run? Can he win? These
questions can’t be answered now. Oh,
he’ll probably run. But going to Ethiopia
and South Africa won’t help him back
home. Americans showed in the last elec
tion that caring for people living in pov
erty is passe. The only thing important is
getting ahead.
No discussion of Ted Kennedy and his
political future is complete without men

tion of Chappaquiddick, the 1969 accident
in which Kennedy, and a young lady
named Mary Jo Kopechne, drove off a
small bridge on Chappaquiddick Island in
Massachusetts.
It has been 15 years since that tragic
night, but its spector still haunts Kenne
dy. When the senator opposed Jimmy
Carter for the Democratic nomination in
1980, many analysts said the “character”
issue brought on by Chappaquiddick was
a major factor in Kennedy’s defeat.
If you think it’s any more forgotten
now, think again. Kennedy recently took
part in the questioning of President Rea
gan’s attorney general-designate, Edwin
Meese, who faces opposition due to ques
tionable dealings in his past. In the ques
tioning, which was covered live on CSpan, the government access station on
cable television, Kennedy stayed away
from ethical questions and dealt mainly
with policy stands such as the number of
minorities Reagan has appointed to judi
cial spots.
Kennedy has made it a habit to never
discuss the ethics of other individuals.
Perhaps because of Chappaquiddick,
which many people feel Kennedy got off
lightly for, the senator seems reluctant to
talk about such things, which in times
like the Watergate crisis, hamstrings his
ability to speak out.
During a break in the proceedings, CSpan had a call-in show to talk about the
pros and cons of Meese nomination. But
many of the people who called in focused
on Kennedy. One caller asked how Ken
nedy could be so self righteous. Another
said he isn’t qualified to be on the Judi
ciary Committee. Another one basically
said that Ted is a scum and that the peo
ple of Massachusetts should be ashamed
for voting him into office.
Even as he tried to avoid controversy
he couldn’t escape the clutches of Chap
paquiddick.
Somehow these callers, and other Ken
nedy haters fail to remember that this is
a man who has lost two brothers to as
sassination, one brother to a plane crash,
almost lost his life in a plane crash, and
has a son who lost his leg to cancer. Add
to this a nephew who died of a drug over
dose and a mentally retarded sister and
you end up with a list that would make
most people run away and hide. And yet,
Kennedy plugs along, taking heat from
people who couldn’t have withstood a
third of what he has been through.
If I were Sen. Kennedy Γd probably
shuck it all and go fishing. Leave the poli
tics to messrs. Hart, Cuomo, etc. But yet
he goes on in public service as if driven
by some kind of destiny — a destiny as
unclear as his past.
Ted once referred to the eternal flame
at Jack’s grave and to the hope President
Kennedy inspired in his short time in of
fice by saying, “The flame flickers but it
shall never die.” For those who still be
lieve in the “last Kennedy” no statement
can be so poignant. I am one of those be
lievers.

Spinnaker plans

series on ’Nam
As the tenth anniversary of the pull-out
of American troops from Vietnam draws
near, the Spinnaker is making plans to do
a series of articles on Vietnam.
We are soliciting the students, faculty,
administration and staff for suggestions
on what should be included in this series.
We would also like to interview any
Vietnam-era vets who are either students
at UNF or employed by the University.
For more information or to submit
suggestions, call 646-2727/2817 or come to
the office in Bldg. 3/Room 2244.
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College Life
Means More
Than Books

By John Μ. Golden

By Charlie Preston

Special to the Spinnaker

Staff Writer

As the University of North Florida and
other institutions around the country
crank out more and more high
technology specialists, the job market
will be saturated, just as it was for phi
losophy majors in the late 1960s.

Who ever said college was going to be
easy? No one that I can recall. If you feel
that your college career has been one
great big yellow brick road, go read the
classifieds Dorothy. This column isn’t for
you.

Satire

Satire
Universities are beset by a multitude
of special interests, to which there is a
selective response. In the case of our
school, the local government growth ad
vocates are the most vocal. They per
ceive Jacksonville’s economic niche to
lie in high technology and its applications
in business and finance. Thus, they advo
cate the enhancement of this university’s
computer education program.
If the timing is right, the early gradu
ates of this curriculum will benefit by be
ing among the first to fill the anticipated
vacancies in companies whose arrival in
Jacksonville is anticipated. Proceed, if
we must, with the computer center. At
least it will be a dry spot, out of the sun
and wind.
In switching funding from a gymnasi
um to a computer center [the only build
ing to have a name, and it crunches num

bers], the bureaucracy may have done
the right thing. After all, an atheletic fa
cility with hardwood floors and elaborate
heating and cooling equipment may be a
spurious improvement to the overall
composition of the campus. If we want to
field an intercollegiate basketball team,
we could schedule practices and games
at Florida Junior College or the Colise
um, thus mollifying legislative abhor
rence of redundancy.
But what of Basketball Jones9 You
know, that 34-y ear-old philosophy major
from Indiana, the proverbial CYO, PAL,
YMCA gym rat who ended up in Florida
because his wife was offered a vice pres
ident job at Barnett Bank. While Jones
may be somewhat abashed by his mate’s

success, he wouldn’t feel so bad about be
ing back at school, studying the ecology
of the gopher tortoises, if he had a place
to play some hoops’
Many members of the college commu
nity would benefit from some sort of cov
ered, knee-friendly athletic facility. Con
sider its potential as a multi-purpose in
tramural building, accomodating sports,
concerts, dances and [Yes Zonker], grad
uation.
It need not be an NCAA grade field
house, since such a place would be appro
priated as a lab to benefit a select elite.
However, it would divert Basketball
Jones from investing all his spare time in
his second avocation, swilling suds in the
Boathouse.

Gotta Problem? Ask Miss Pitty
Dear Miss Pitty,
I know that your column is for stu
dents but perhaps you could also help me
though I am a professor.
Again, as in the mid-sixties, mini-skirts
are in fashion. In each of my classes
there are at least two or three girls who
wear them, and wear them well may I
add. This is the essence of my problem.
Don’t misunderstand me, aesthetically
I have no complaints. I enjoy the sight of
nice legs as much as the next guy, but it
can be pretty distracting. Also, the old
ticker is not what it used to be.
Often I find myself losing the thread of
my thoughts during lectures.
Once a young lady wore nothing be
neath her skirt and deliberately [I sus
pect] exposed herself. I broke out in a
sweat and became terribly embarrased
and tongue-tied.
This is not the dignified behavior ex
pected of a man in my position.
It would be too humiliating to ask
these girls to refrain from wearing short
skirts even if they were willing. What is
the solution?
Palpatating Pedagogue, Somewhere on
Campus

Dear Palpatating,
The first thing you must do is make it
clear that you grade only on academic

merit. I can tell that you are a person oι
great sensitivity and can, therefore,
hardly be expected to write on the black
board in large letters I DO NOT GIVE
A’s FOR NICE THIGHS. Though I, my
self, am a firm believer in the direct ap
proach, you will undoubtedly prefer a
more subtle solution.
Make a seating chart. Explain to your
class that you have a great deal of trou
ble remembering names and that for
awhile it will be necessary to refer to
your chart. Now, seat each of the girls
who make your little heart pitter-pat be
hind someone large [out of sight, out of
mind I always say]. As an added precau
tion remove your eyeglasses.
Do not make the mistake of thinking
that all girls who wear mini-skirts are
conspiring to discomfort you. I suspect
the problem is one more of over-reaction
on your part than deliberate harrassment
on theirs.
You must take care to ameliorate your
problem without unconsciously penaliz
ing your leggy students. If you find you
cannot, I suggest you see your therapist.
Dear Miss Pitty,
I am having trouble in one of my class
es, and since my professor isn’t on to me
yet I prefer not to let him know I am con
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fused.
This may seem silly but it has been my
experience that once you are labeled a
“dumbbell” it is twice as hard to pull a
good grade. What can I do?
Lost in space

Dear Lost,
It doesn’t seem silly at all. In fact, you
are probably right to keep from disillu
sioning your professor unless it is abso
lutely necessary, their egos are often too
fragile to take the news that they have
lost you.
I strongly urge you to go down to the
skills center in building 2. Tell them your
problem and relax. Not only can they
help, but they also know how to keep
their mouths shut. No professor will ever
hear from them that you are having
problems.
Dear Miss Pitty,
I am a bit older than the average stu
dent. Well, actually a good bit older, like
about 25 years. I feel really awkward,
stupid and out-of-place among all these
bright kids and I am beginning to wonder
if a degree is worth it. What do you
think?
Senior Student, Green Cove Springs

Dear Senior,
What would you tell your kid if he
came to you and whined about not fitting
in? You would say, “You are not there to
socialize, you are there to get an educa
tion.” Weh?
Don’t worry. You are just experiencing
culture shock. You have gone from the
sane orderly world of mature adults to
the freewheeling chaos of the young
adult. You are probably feeling a little in
secure because of the condescending at
titudes of your classmates but soon you
wi∏ know exactly who Twisted Sister is
and why they are “wicked.” It w∏l be
come clear to you that R.E.O. Speedwag
on is not the lunch truck. Being out
numbered as you are can be a httle un
nerving, but hang in there.
One tip, never, never, never appear
apologetic or make excuses for being
here. Remember the old adage about
never showing fear when confronted by a
wild animal? Neither should you ever
show insecurity to the young, they will in
stinctively go for the throat.

This column is dedicated to those of
you who, like me, have had to struggle or
are still struggling for your rights. Com
ing from a soon to be unemployeed grad
uate of U Never Finish, I would like to
bequeath some of my secrets and advice
toward acquiring that worthless piece of
onion skin that your poor, indebt, but
very estactic mother will probably have
framed the day after you finally get to
shake hands with the University’s Presi
dent.
Below is a list for your future refer
ence.
! First, disregard the UNF catalogue.
Its misleading. For example, if you en
tered in 1980 under the 1980 catalogue
then by all rights you should follow the
courses of study outlined for that year.
But, you don’t. Somewhere down the line,
usually when you are about to graduate,
it has come to someones’ attention that
you fall under a law that went into effect
somewhere between your sopohmore
and junior year. What happens?
You go for a graduation check and,
surprise, you don’t graduate because
some rule dictates you have to take
micro-biology which makes very little
sense because you’re an English major.
After the intial panic, you rush over to
your advisor’s office who can only shove
a petition under your nose. Take my
word and forget it, getting a petition
waived in your favor is about as easy as
trying to get off campus on a Monday
night when the campus police ban togeth
er in a successful effort to constipate
traffic.
! Second, bag your lunch or be pre
pared for either two things; getting wet
or being late to class.
Let me explain. Pass the University’s
Green sits a wonderfully large, bright or
ange and beige building. If you haven’t
visited this monument yet, you will. Its
the Osprey cafeteria dedicated to mak
ing students wait in lines that should be
outlawed. Situated miles from the main
campus, it provides a beautiful setting
for an afternoon lunch, but who in school
has time for a beautiful afternoon lunch,
unless of course, you happen to work the
computers in admissions during registra
tion?
Should you decide on having one of
these lunches, take heed. Unlike those in
admissions your presense is required in
class and should you venture out pass the
Green’s you may end up getting caught
in the rain (a common occurence in Flor
ida) on the way back. The only other al
ternative would be to wait it out, but re
member, most professors don’t excuse
such an absense just because you didn’t
want to get your Gucci bag wet, so play
it cool, at least until you’re a senior, and
bag your lunch.
! Third, find the boathouse. It is most
likely that at some time during the dura
tion of your stay at UNF you will encoun
ter getting wet, filing petitions, being
late, getting stuck in traffic or having to
take college algebra. The boathouse pro
vides a wonderful infirmary for such al
iments. Here you and your friends can
crowd around tables, drink beers, argut
over who’s right in Trivial Pursuit, and
reach a consensus about how terribly
boring your obviously inept professor is.
You may not win any scholastic awards
but it sure can make the stay a little
more palatable provided you don’t eat
the food.
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Black American history Music & Food to be part
topic of new handbook of Black Festival Day”
By Clemetine Glover
Special to the Spinnaker
The Black History Month Celebration
Committee will be distributing to the
University of North Florida community a
handbook of facts and commentary
about Afro-Americans.
The facts and perceptions in this book
will help generate enthusiasm and com
plement the Black History Month Cele
bration now and in future years.
Black History Month is commemorat
ed each year to recognize and appreciate
achievements as well as contributions of
Black Americans in our society and
abroad.
“I have always felt non-blacks did not
understand why we celebrate Black His
tory,” said Theresa Dove, assistant to the
vice president of student affairs and co
chairman of the Black History Commit
tee. The Black History Fact Book will
give non-blacks here at UNF and the
community an opportunity to really know
what blacks have contributed to history.”
Dorreen Daly, assistant director of
public relations said, “I wanted to see a
fact book done for educational and
media-publicity resources. We needed
something to boost Black History Month.
Blacks and non-blacks need to know
about black contributors and white con
tributors [to American History] alike.”
Mentioned in the book are contributors
such as: G.T. Woods who invented a tele
phone transmitter in 1884; J. Standard
who invented an oil stove in 1889 and re
frigerator in 1891; D. Johnson who in
vented a lawn mower in 1890; and W.H.
Richardson who invented a child’s car
riage in 1889.
“This is the first time any university in
the city of Jacksonville has compiled in
formation such as this in one publica
tion,” said Arva Leath, a member of the
committee and an advisor in the college
of arts and sciences. “It has given us
creditability where we’ve never had it
before. We are educators and the whole
purpose of Black History Month is to edu
cate and what better way than this?”

Edward Waters
features black
lecture series

Other articles included in the book
are: “Why Do We Celebrate Black Histo
ry?” by Sam Byrts; “Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr” by Mary Davis; “Zora Neale
Thurston” by Mary Davis; “History Mak
ing Blacks m the Jacksonville Area” by
Roy Singleton Jr; “Afro-Americans and
The Arts” by Lenard Bowie; “Black His
torical Events” by Arva Leath; and
“Black Inventions” by Theresa Dove.
“I enjoyed doing it,” said Dr. Roy Sin
gleton Jr, assistant professor of educa
tion and chairman of the Black History
Committee. “I learned about black per
sonalities in history. As a result of my re
search I now have a better understand
ing of black people and the events of the
reconstruction period in American histo
ry. Moreover, my respect for the accom
plishments and the contributions of those
blacks has increased four-fold.”
The book will be distributed to UNF
administration, faculty, and students. It’s
a keepsake and can be used as a future
reference for Black History Months to
come, according to Dove.

From staff
Black culture — music, food and art —
will be sampled during “Black History
Festival Day,” as part of a month-long
series of events scheduled by the Univer
sity of North Florida in its observence of
Black History Month.
The festival begins at 10:30 a.m. Fri.,
Feb. 15 with a free “Music Extravagan
za” m the University Theatre. An “Eth
nic Food Festival” in the Osprey Cafe
will follow at 11 a.m. A free exhibition of
black art will be on display in the Thea
tre lobby beginning at 10:30 a.m. and con
tinuing throughout the day.
Music Extravaganza will open with the
UNF Jazz Ensemble, directed by UNF
music professor William Denza. Dr.
Lenard C. Bowie, chairman of the Fine
Arts Department, will present opening
remarks, after which Dr. Sandra Hans
ford, vice president for student affairs,
will extend a formal welcome to the au
dience.
Performing groups featured at the
event include the Rufus Payne Sixth
The University of North Florida
presents

Grade Center Bell Choir; Ribault Senior
High School Choir; Raines High School
Stage Band; Andrew Jackson Senior
High School Soloists and Ensembles; and
the Edward Waters Concert Choir.
Presentations by the president of
UNF’s Black Student Union, Tony Den
nis, will follow the musical groups. The
festival will conclude with a Grand Fina
le by the UNF Jazz Ensemble.
During lunchtime and continuing after
the Extravaganza the Ethnic Food Festi
val in UNF’s “Osprey Cafe” will present
a “soul-food” menu at standard cafeteria
prices. Soul-food cooking is a style of
southern cooking traditionally used by
black people in the preparation of all
types of foods. The most notable feature
of the style is the distinctive seasoning,
including use of beef and pork for season
ing meats and vegetables. Desserts are
prepared using fresh fruits or vegetables
and a variety of spices.
To assure accurate preparation and
seasoning, Festival cooking will be super
vised by Queen Hicks, a local souMood
specialist who, with her husband Tim, op
erates “Queen and Tim Catering.” The a
la-carte menu will include chunky beef
and vegetable soup, fresh collard greens,
black-eyed peas, fresh lima beans, can
died yams, white πce and brown gravy,
okra with corn and tomatoes, combread
and crackling combread, neckbones and
rice casserole, southern-fried chicken,
barbeque spareribs, sweet potato pie, hot
apple or hot peach cobbler and banana
pudding.
For more information on Black Histo
ry Month activities, call 646-2450.

Concert
postponed
From staff
Due to the illness of William Brown,
the opening concert of Black History
Month on Feb. 2 was postponed. The
concert was to have featured Brown,
professor of music at UNF and Eliza
beth Graham, professor of music at the
University of Florida.
The public relations department of
UNF has said the concert will be re
scheduled at a later date.

1985
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH CELEBRATION
THEME "The Afro-American Family : Historical Strength for the New Century

From staff
Edward Waters College will sponsor a
lecture series “The Humanities in the
Black Experience,” to commemorate
Black History Month in February.
The lecture series is funded by a grant
from the Florida Endowment for the Hu
manities. All lectures are scheduled for 7
p.m. in the Student Union Building. The
lectures are:
• Feb. 7 — Looking Back at the Harlem
Renaissance, Dr. Richard Long, profes
sor of literature, Atlanta University. Dr.
Long will discuss the circumstances that
prompted the most prolific period in
Afro-American literature.
• Feb. 13 — Understanding AfroAmerican Through Biography, Profes
sors Barbata Cotton, Leedell Neyland
[Fionda A&M University] and Daniel
Schafer [UNF]. This will be a roundtable
discussion on Ethel Powell, Eartha Μ. Μ.
White and other black Floridians.
» Feb. 20 — Islam and Christianity in the
ATo-American Experience, Dr. James
Cone, Union Theological Seminary, N.Y.
It will provide a comparative analysis of
Christianity and Islam in black America.
In paticular he will highlight the influ
ence of Dr. Martin Luther King and Mal
colm X.
• Feb. 27 — Music: A Mirror of AfroAmerican Culture, Dr. Marian Brown,
Florida Junior College. This lecture will
demonstrate the influence of music in un
derstanding psychological developments
among black Americans.

Jazzy afternoor
features 'First

Lady of Jazz’
From staff
An Afternoon of Jazz with Miami jazz
singer Alice Day and Friends and the
Tom Satterwhite Jazz Quartet will be
held on Sunday, Feb. 10 at 4 p.m. in the
University Theatre.
Day, a native Floridian, has been sing
ing and performing all her life. She sings
jazz, blues and gospel. Although from Mi
ami, Day has performed in New York at
such famous places as the Copa, the Vil
lage Gate and Brickman’s. In the South
Florida area, she is called the “First La
dy of Jazz.”
She has performed at at the Chicago
Jazz Festival, the Biscayne Jazz Festival
and with Jose Feliciano at Gusman Hall
in Miami. She also has produced and
starred in three of her own productions.
The concert is part of the Black Histo
ry Month Celebration and is being spon
sored by the Student Government Associ
ation.

*Students Encouraged*
Isreal Tribble

to

Speak
at

Fourth Annual
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Scholarship Fund Banquet
Sponsored by UNF
Presiding will be State Rep. Corrine Brown
February 22, 1985 8:00 p.m.

Hilton at the Jacksonville Airport

Tickets avail, at the Skills Center

$12.00 Students $15.00 Others
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Channel 7 Art Auction

Briefly

he Channel 7 Art & Antiques Auction is set for
Feb. 15-19. During the five day televised show
case for local art and artists, over 600 pieces
of original art, crafts, antiques and collectibles will
be sold. The center piece of the auction is a suite of
Salvadore Dali etchings valued at $10,000.
Student Information Office
All proceeds from the auction benefit WJCT-FM
Stero 90. Every item to be sold during the auction
will be on exhibit at WJCT prior to Feb. 15. Pre-bids
he new Student Information Office is located
will be accepted. The public is invited to come to
in Bldg. 1/Room 1301. The office has been es
Channel 7 to watch and participate in the bidding.
tablished to offer one central location where
prospective or currently enrolled students may obtain
general information regarding UN F student services;
Middle Ages Society
admission policies and procedures; and community
he Society for Creative Anchronisms is out to
college transfer procedures. The office is also a gal
prove the Middle Ages still live. They are an
lery where the art work of students will be on dis
international, non-profit, educational organiza
play. The Campus Ministry has also relocated to this
tion who recreate the romantic period before 1660.
area.
They study the history, culture, clothing and food of
UNF Offers JCS Course
that period.
Many members once came from college cam
NF is offering a Jewish Chautauqua Society
puses, for it originated at U.C.L.A. in the 1960s. The
(JCS) sponsored course during the Spring
Society meets the first Monday of each month at the
1985 semester under the direction of Jackson
Haydon Burns Public Library. They also have Arts
ville Rabbi Howard Greenstein. The course is titled and Sciences meetings on Wednesdays at different
“History of Jewish Ideals.”
member’s houses
Greenstein is the spiritual leader of the Congre
For more information call Bonnie DaPron or
gation Ahavath Chesed and is president of the Cen
Noela Charlotte at 355-7714 or 786-3384, or Roy Beach
tral Conference of American Rabbis’ Southeast Re
at 777-0005.
gion.

T

T

T

U

Sexual Abuse Program
program addressing sexual abuse cases wil
be held at the Institute of Police Traffic Man
agement, at the University of North Florida
on Feb. 7. Lunch will be in the cafeteria at noon, with
the meeting beginning at 12:30 p.m. in Bldg. 14.
The program is part of the Northeast Florida
Chief’s Asociation and is being coordinated by the
Fernandina Beach Police Dept.

Clubs,
’ etc
Phi Theta Kappa

This semester is really getting off to a
great start! Our work as volunteer ush
ers for concerts on campus has exposed
us to some interesting new sounds
Charlotte Mabrey’s concert in the
Boathouse on Jan. 19 presented a real
challenge for the musicians, demanded
patience from “the five directors”, and
may be responsible for an outbreak of
underwear, socks and lemon-colored leo
tards on campus. The thrilling finale
shook the rafters. More, more - thanks,
Charlotte.
Thanks also go to Dr. Bowie for allow
ing us the privilege of helping at his con
cert on Jan. 26. His informative introduc
tions for each piece helped his audience
to understand the new chords and har
monies. Way to go, Dr. Bowie!
Our January meeting brought two new
members, Terri Tutten and Jason Har
dee. We will plan to initiate them at our
Feb. 19 meeting in the Red Room at 6:30.

Management Lecture

ob Fox from American Transtech will speak
on Participative Management on Wed., Feb. 6
at 4:30 p.m. in Bldg. 10/Room 2245 (near com
mons area by elevator). The lecture is being present
ed by Alpha Sigma Pi and All business students are
invited to attend

B

Of course, we have planned a party to
welcome these new additions. The phone
committee will contact you with details.
Please plan to come and welcome Terri
and Jason.
If there are other Kappans who wish to
be initiated at that time, please call me
at 725-7031.
National Convention is March 27-31 in
St. Louis, Mo. We’re making plans and
reservations now, so if you wish to join
us, call me immediately. Once again, we
will be competing for four national
awards. We brought one home last year.
Let’s do it again.
Vernon is down to one car, mine. But
he says to keep the newspapers coming.
He’ll get them transported.
Hope your classes are doing well and
that Valentine’s Day will be a sweet one
for you.
Luv and PTK hugs, Margaret

Alpha Sigma Pi
Alpha Sigma Pi is now organizing their
Spring 1985 Blood Drive. This term they
plan to challenge Jacksonville University
to see who can collect the most pints of
blood.
The club needs the help of all clubs and
students on campus in order to win. An
organizational meeting will be held on
Feb. 4 in Bldg. 10, Room 2245 at 4:30 p.m.

Police say items a real find;
will keep for only 30 days
By Pam Marshall
Staff writer

The number of lost and found articles
has grown this year due to increased
campus enrollment said Investigator
John Anderson of the University of North
Florida police.
“All kinds of articles are turned in,” he
said.
*
Waiting to be picked up are rings,
watches, car keys, house keys, necklaces,
cameras, calculators and books. Ander
son said “lots of books,” are turned in
with no names and no markings on them.
Lost and found articles are kept for 30
days before being turned over to the Stu
dent Government Association.
Don Thibault, assistant dean for stu
dent life, said anything turned over to
SGA is held for public auction. “The last

Salvadore Dali’s Imagination and Objects of the Fu
ture, part of a suite of ten etch
ings valued at $10,000, will be sold to the highest
bidder during The Channel 7 Art & Antiques Auction,
Feb. 15-19.

time an auction was attempted was in
1982,” said Thibault. In the spring of 1983
the books were sold instead of auctioned.
Proceeds from the sale went to the Stu
dent Scholarship Fund.
Thibault said the next auction will be
in February.
Anderson said, “Anything lost can be
taken to the UNF Police Department. We
are open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week.” There are also police phones
around campus. These are basic informa
tion phones for regular call-ins, not just
emergency lines.
All lost articles are identified and
logged in. To claim an article you must
identify it and sign for it.
Anderson said, “Tell people to keep
coming back to claim their articles. If it’s
not turned in this week it may be in next
week.”

Stolen credit card found;
UNF police nab suspect
By David Kowkabany
Special to the Spinnaker

Less than a year after a mysterious
wallet theft at the University of North
Florida, campus police apprehended the
suspect, with some help from North and
South Carolina police departments.
According to Investigator John Ander
son of the UNF police, on Feb. 9,1984, the
office of Dr. Wayne Cunningham, associ
ate professor of transportation and logis
tics, in Bldg. 11 was broken into. Cunning
ham’s wallet, which contained all of his
credit cards, was stolen.
A month later Cunningham received
bills from a clothing store, a jewelery
store, and several hotels and restaurants
between here and Panama City.
On March 26, the Robeson [No. Caroli
na] County Sheriff’s Department called

Cunningham to report that one of his
credit cards was recovered in a car be
longing to the wife of Frank Edward
Lewis Jr of Lumberton County, N.C.
UNF police gathered Lewis’ finger
print and handwriting samples from
charge reciepts and hotel registers. War
rants were issued for Lewis’ arrest and
he was picked up in Dillon, S.C. on Nov.
14.
On Dec. 30, Lewis was extradited to
Jacksonville. He pleaded guilty on Jan. 10
to one count of forgery and two counts of
uttering forgery. He was sentenced to
five years probation, and will have to
make restitution of $1,259 to the stores,
credit card company, and to Cunning
ham.
Cunningham, fustrated by the sen
tence, said “He deserved a jail term!”

New cold cure discovered:
Zinc banishes the sniffles
By Kathi Mason
Staff writer

Your winter cold my be making your
life miserable, but your suffering may
soon be over. According to a recent re
port of a study done at the University of
Texas at Austin, there just may be a cure
for the common cold.
The study revealed that Zinc may be
an effective remedy for colds.
Zinc Gluconate, which can be found in
the vitamin section of any drugstore, was
given to 83 subjects suffering cold symp
toms. After seven days, 90 percent of the
Zinc-treated subjects reported they no
longer had any symptoms, compared
with a placebo group which reported 49
percent of the subjects asymptomatic.
The test subjects first received two
doses of 23 milligram Zinc-Gluconate
tablets which they dissolved in their
mouths. One tablet was given every two
hours thereafter while awake.
According to the report, of those treat
ed 11 percent said they were symptom

free in 12 hours, and 22 percent said their
colds were gone in 24 hours,
Scientists have long been aware that
Zinc has an anti-viral effect but this is
the first time it was tested against the
cold virus.
The experiment was conducted in 1981
by Dr. William H. Halcomb and George
A. Eby. Eby said he conceived the idea
when his three-year-old daughter, who
suffers from leukemia, refused to swal
low her Zinc supplement. Instead she let
it dissolve in her mouth. According to
Eby her cold disappeared within a mat
ter of hours.
Some side effects have been reported,
mainly the unpleasant taste. Complaints
of mouth irritation; distortion of taste;
nausea and stomach distress; vomiting;
diarrhea; and one incidence of mouth
sores were also reported. The report cau
tions against confusing Zinc Gluconate
with Zinc Sulfate which can cause burns
in the mouth.
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Arts & Entertainment
New film committee
selects better movies
By Matt Waters
Special to the Spinnaker

Amidst the growth of the university,
both in a recent influx of younger stu
dents and the resulting new construction
to house them, lies another improvement
which is going unnoticed by many: the
film schedule.
Until recently, the selection of films
was being determined by a programming
committee armed with only a vague idea
of films they wanted to see, according to
Glenn Caton, now chairman of a newly
established film committee.
“So this fall we had a rather, well, how
can you say it,. . .it was an awful film
schedule,” said Caton.
“I had professors coming to me all
during the course of the term saying,
‘who chose these films? This is hideous!
Γve never seen a film schedule at the
university that was so awful!”’
Caton said the adverse comments he
received gave him the impetus to im
prove both the quality and popularity of
the films being shown.
The result was a more educated selec
tion process generated by a 10-member
film committee that had at their disposal
a broad knowledge of films and a shared
interest in improvement. According to
Caton, many of the committee members
had been involved in film institutes at
other campuses.
Also, a spring-term film schedule was
produced that was met with favorable
criticism, not only by students — who are
turning out in larger numbers — but also
by the media.
The Florida Times-Union recently ran
an article commending UNF on its selec
tions, and a local radio station has been
giving free publicity to help stimulate in
terest.
The committee responsible for this
marked improvement consists of stu
dents, both men and women, from the
freshman level up to the graduate level.
Caton said that there is a wide diversi
ty among committee members and that
this has contributed to choosing films
that appeal to a wide range of tastes in
the audiences.
Members determine not only which
films are shown, but also where they are
shown (the two present locations are
building 14 and the Boathouse) and on
which evenings.
Film selections are not as arbitrary as
they might seem. The companies that
distribute the films (the committee deals
with 10 distributors based in Atlanta,
Ga.) supply catalogues which give a syn
opsis of plots and a listing of directors.
“You can generally tell by directors
who’s going to give you a quality film,
and who’s not,” said Caton.
Something else that must be weighed
in the selection is cost. Caton said that
films can cost from $25 to $400 for a sin

gle showing.
The committee was able to lease 10
films for the early summer for a little
over $650 with money from student regis
tration fees.
“Right now, due to the economic re
strictions we’re facing...I’ve been encour
aging the committee to look for movies
that have not been seen on television or
shown at the theaters recently,” said
Caton.
Caton explained that he did this for
two reasons. The obscure films are
cheaper, and they needed to select films
that the majority of the people had not
had several opportunities to see.
Presently the committee is focusing on
two types of films; those that are light
hearted and party-oriented, and the more
serious cultural films that are not being
shown in most theaters.
Caton admitted that he would like to
show a greater number of the obscure
films but realizes that the only way to do
this is to gradually work them into the
schedule in increasing numbers.
“You can’t say, ‘well, this is good for
you, so swallow it,’ because people are
not going to come 17 miles to see some
thing you think is good for them,” said
Caton.
“Then again you’re not always after a
quality film,” Caton said.
According to Caton a number of cam
puses are having what’s known as surviv
al festivals, an option the film committee
is considering for the late summer.
Caton explained that during the festi
val people are admitted free of charge —
as they are now — but that they must
pay to get out, and the sooner they leave,
the more it will cost them.
Caton said that besides giving the film
committee an opportunity to introduce
underrated films to the audiences — it
would also serve as an excellent fund
raiser.
The Friday evening film showings at
the Boathouse have been the most popu
lar.
“We’ve had terrific success at the
Boathouse. If you can offer people free
beer or reduce-priced beer or beer at all,
you can get them to do anything,” said
Caton.
Caton is also hopeful about the approx
imate 400 students that will become a
semi-captive audience in July, when the
school becomes residential.
“We’re looking forward to providing
them with entertainment,” said Caton.
Despite the success the film commit
tee is having, Caton feels more members
need to join.
“I’m trying to expand the committee.
Γm trying to encourage people who
come to the films, ‘If you don’t like the
film, come [to committee meetings]. If
you do like the film come and help us
choose more of them,’” said Caton.

Gallery plans juried art show;
UNF students eligible to enter
From staff
Any person enrolled in a University of
North Florida class during the 1984-85
school year is eligible to enter the Annual
Juried Student Art Show.
Entry categories include painting,
drawing, ceramics-sculpture, photogra
phy and illustration-graphic design.
First, second and third place prizes of
$100, $75, and $50 respectively, will be
awarded at the opening reception and
award ceremony on Feb. 28.
Students should deliver their work to

the UNF Gallery on Feb. 18, 3-7 p.m. or
Feb. 19,10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Each student is
allowed to submit a maximum of three
pieces.
All works must be exhibition ready.
Photographs, illustrations and drawings
must be framed [quick frames are ac
ceptable]. Paintings should be stripped or
framed. No shrink wrapped work will be
accepted. A list of works accepted for ex
hibition will be posted on the Gallery
door on Feb. 25. Works not selected for
exhibition may be picked up after March
1.

Photo by Barry Joy e

Because of better programming by the SGA, the Boathouse has been
filled to capacity for most events scheduled at UNF since last fall.

SGA Presents
Valentine Bash
The International Students Association
and the University Programming Board
are co-sponsoring a Valentine Bash on
Feb. 14 from 7-11 p.m. in the Boathouse.
Sammy Taymouri, president of the
ISA said they are hoping this event will
give the non-international students on
campus a chance to meet the interna
tional students from this and surrounding
campuses. He also said the club would be
using this event to try to increase mem
bership.
Rock ’n roll and popular music will be
provided by Parham, a disc jockey from
Jacksonville University.
Snacks and popcorn will be free, cokes
will be sold for 10 cents and beer and
wine will be 50 cents.

Movies
Singin’ in the Rain, a film considered
by many to be the finest musical-comedy
of all time, will be shown at 8 p.m. Feb.
6 at the University of North Florida The
atre.
The film, starring Gene Kelly, Debbie
Reynolds, Donald O’Connor, Jean Hagen
and Cyd Charisse, was written about the
time when movies were changing from
silent to talkies. Songs range from the hi
larious “Make ‘Em Laugh” performed by
O’Connor, to the delicate “You Were
Meant For Me” and the showstopping
“Singin’ In The Rain” solo by Kelly. Rat
ed G.
The revolutionary film Easy Rider will
be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 8 in the UNF
Boathouse. The 1969 film, which features
Peter Fonda and Jack Nicholson, is the
odyssey of two men who set out to dis
cover the country and their place in it.
Rated R.

The 1969 film The Learning Tree will
be presented at 6 p.m. Feb. 12 in the UNF
Boathouse in conduction with the Univer
sity’s celebration of Black History
Month.
The film, which stars Kyle Johnson
and Alex Clarke, is the story of a young
black boy in a small midwestern town
during the 1920s who is learning about the
beauty of nature, and about fear, sex,
death and love. He learns about honor
and integrity when, all alone with his con
science, he must decide to save a white
man’s life at the sacrifice of a black
man’s life. Rated PG.
The French film Entre Nous will be
presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 13 in the Blue
Room. This 1984 film is a bittersweet
memoir which follows two French wom
en through the turmoil of World War II,
the post-war baby boom days and their
dependent friendship as their marraiges
unravel. The film is rated PG and is
French with English subtitles.
Mad Max, one of few movies with a fol
lowing, will be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 15
in the UNF Boathouse. This fast-paced,
action-packed thriller, created in the late
‘70s, unveils a crumbling society where
sadistic policemen battle marauding mo
torcyclists for control of the highways in
an apocalyptic game of death. Rated R.

Michael Gulezian
Michael Gulezian, one of the most de
manded solo guitarists on the college cir
cuit, will perform for Happy Hour at the
UNF Boathouse 6-9 p.m. on Feb. 7.
An accomplished six and 12-string gui
tarist, Gulezian combines technically as
tute playing with engaging wit to create
performances which campuses nation
wide have received with enthusiastic ac
claim and requests for return engage
ments.

TAKING A FINE ARTS
COURSE THIS SUMMER?
Why not study Fine Arts offerings in the
University Catalog Course Descriptions and
request the courses you would like to take.
1st Choice________._____ ;_____________
2nd Choice___________________________
Please clip this Ad and return to the Fine
Arts Department, Bldg. 4/Room 1111 at
your earliest convenience.
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Photos very avant-garde;
gallery busier than ever

Dr. Yessin
to present
piano solo
From staff
Dr. Gerson Yessin, professor of music
at the University of North Florida will
present a piano recital at 8 p.m., Sat.,
Feb. 9, in the University Theatre.
Yessin is a nationally known recitalist,
educator and soloist with major orches
tras. Since his debut at the age of 17 with
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Or
chestra, he has concertized extensively
and has appeared on numerous radio and
television programs.
In addition to his 35 appearances with
the Boston Pops, Yessin has been heard
as soloist with the New York Philhar
monic, Boston Symphony, San Francisco
Symphony and other orchestras. His re
cordings include nine albums of Piano
Teaching Pieces for the National Feder
ation of Music Clubs, and Bartok’s Sonata
For Two Pianos and Percussion with
Leopold Stowkowski.

By Linda Mosier
Staff writer

If you have not seen the contemporary
photography show Evidence of Myself,
stop by the University of North Florida
Gallery before February 14.
You will want’to allow some extra
time for this exhibit as most of the im
ages will capture your interest and many
require more than a casual screening.

Art Review
Dr. Yessin, a member of UNF’s fine
arts faculty, will give a recital at
UNF on Feb. 9 at 8pm.
Saturday’s performance will include
two Scarlatti sonatas and Beethoven’s
Tempest sonata. Works by Schubert,
Mendelssohn and Liszt are also included.
The free performance is sponsored by
UNF’s Fine Arts Department and is open
to the public.

What, you ask, is reggae?
Rank ’n Dan gives answer
By Majie Cason
Special to the Spinnaker

Reggae music is gaining popularity ac
cording to disc jockey Dan Wilson known
as Rank’n Dan.
Wilson hosts a Raggae radio show on
WJAX AM Sunday evenings from 6 to 9
p.m. He will appear at the University of
North Florida Boathouse on Feb. 21, be
ginning at 6 p.m..
Wilson will also bring special guest
D.J.s and they will “chat” about the mu
sic.
Wilson is one of the key people in
volved in bringing Raggae to Jackson
ville on a regular basis. He has been se
lecting music for the station since 1982.
Raggae is a style of music that comes
from Jamaica which Wilson describes as
a “heavy hypnotic beat that rocks
steady.” It is a sound that is not new, it
is not a fad or a rage but rather a basic
sound, much as jazz is today. Most im
portantly it is music with a message.
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Although it has been slow to catch on
in the United States, Raggae is already
enjoying popularity in Great Britain,
France, Italy, South America and Japan.
Some British bands such as The Clash
have incorporated Raggae style into
their music, said Wilson
The Raggae or Ska sound originated in
the Caribbean about 1961. The beat
slowed in 1966 and and was called Rock
Steady. Later, that style evolved into
what is now called Reggae.

Wilson said there are at least five sub
divisions. They are D.J. style; lovers
rock; rub-a-dub, which is a slower beat;
heavy dub, which is a very heavy sound
without many words; and commercial
style that is an Americanized sound.
This music seems to be more popular
with surfers and white middle-income
Americans, said Wilson.
Rank’n Dan is being presented by the
Student Government Association and the
University Planning Board.

At the crowded opening reception on
Feb. 17, a visitor was overheard murmur
ing, “radical” over his wine and cheese.
“Avant-garde,” photography student
Jerry Connell said. “This is what is going
on in the United States in fine arts pho
tography.”
“Thought provoking and extremely in
tense,” said fine arts student Terry
Boulos. “This takes longer to absorb.”
“This is one of the better shows I have
seen here,” said art student Jim Figuly.
“It is sexually explicit and interesting.”
“This is a disturbing show, its restless
ness reflects society as a whole,” said
photography student Lawernce Block.
“Maybe photographers let out what oth
ers keep inside.”
“This has been one of the most excit
ing shows for me,” said Gallery Director
Paul Karabinis. “There is not a great
deal of photography shown in this city.
Aesthetically this show gives an over
view of trends in photography today.”
Local photographer Gretchen Ebersol
provides lush images with a Xerox 6500
Color Copier in “Asleep with Flowers,
’84.” Over a dimly percieved self-image
of the artist in the background are
strewn roses, mums and thistles. The
pinks of the artist’s dress dominate and
combine the overlapping elements

warmly.
The women photographers frequently
show themselves as objects or simply as
linear elements of their pictures. The self
images of women are often more disturb
ing.
Allison Taggart’s geletin-silver print ti
tled, “He’s Not My Type”, shows a wom
an as a potted plant. In a series by Ardine
Nelson, a woman’s body becomes the fu
selage of a plane.
Vincent Cianni and Lisa Sette in “Col
laborative Self Portraits,” combine male
and female images causing the viewer to
reorder initial impressions of seeing a
man or woman.
Peggy Shaw in “Their Words”, uses
negative images of a woman in front of a
blackboard covered with all the plati
tudes most women have heard. For in
stance, “Women can’t work together.”
The triple negative images reinforce the
crushing redundancy of the phrases.
Willaim Washburn, a San Francisco
cab driver and photographer, addresses
the fear and disconnection of our society.
In a series of photographs taken within
his cab he gives a disturbing dashboard
view of passing humanity. The eyes of
the cabdriver alternate between fear and
boredom as he remains an element in the
foreground of each picture. .
Instructional Communications has pro
duced a film called “Evidence of My
self.” It will air Feb. 6 at 10 p.m. and Feb.
7 at 4:30 on Area Cable-vision 17’s Back
street show.
“The gallery has had a fairly constant
flow of visitors since the reception,”
Karabinis said. “There was also less wine
consumed at the opening. Maybe people
spent more time with the pictures!”
The gallery is open Mon.-Fri. from 10
a.m. until 4 p.m. and Thursdays from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m.

Takoma Recording Artist

MICHAEL GULEZIAN
. . a charming, unpretentious guitarist . . . he
succeeded in commanding the attention of a
restless Roxy crowd with nothing but an acoustic
guitar.”

—Loa Angeles Herald Examiner

French melodies honored;
local artists are featured

. . witty and personable . . . Gulezian does
masterfully complex things on the 12-string guitar
(and) spins some delightful stories . . "

—Variety

“He pulls a lot of tones and sounds out of his
instruments .
. Gulezian plays with fine technique.”

—Guitar Player

From staff
An Evening of French Melody will be
performed at 8 p.m., Feb. 7 as part of the
University of North Florida’s continuing
“Music By The Lake ” concert series.
The program will take place in the Uni
versity Theatre.
The performance will feature Judith
Cloud, mezzo-soprano, and Allison Sniffin,
piano. They will be joined by Deborah
Cedei, flute, and David Cedei, cello.
The evening will open with four works
by Francis Poulenc, whose works, Cloud
said, are full of “musical witicisms.” Of
fered next will be four songs by Jules

Massenet, which Cloud said range in
character from “light and capricious” to
“sentimental.” An aria from the opera
Faust, by Charles Gounod, will complete
the first portion of the program.
Opening the second portion will be
Maurice Ravel’s Chansons Madecasses,
which Cloud decribed as Madagascan po
ems translated into French while retain
ing an “exotic flavor.” The evening will
conclude with four works by Gabriel
Faure.
The public is invited to this free perfor
mance, sponsored by the UNF Student
Government Association.

Appearing at:

Ä0*

Music Student Recitals
for Spring '85 Term
Date
Feb. 5
Feb. 26
March 19
April 23

Time
noon
noon
noon
noon

Location
Bldg. 9 Auditorium
Bldg. 9 Auditorium
Bldg. 9 Auditorium
Bldg. 9 Auditorium

9’

z
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Wellness Activities
Wellness is a way of life for Ardell
By Betsy Winston
Staff writer

Donald Ardell, author of 14 Days to a
Wellness Lifestyle, conducted a “Plan
ning for Wellness” seminar on Jan. 25 at
the University of North Florida.
Ardell has been involved with the phys
ical aspect of wellness since he was
young. “I really need a good story to tell
in my seminars about how I lost 50
pounds, of how I stopped smoking; but
the fact is I’ve always been interested in
sports and been in good shape.”
“Yes, I was skinny as a kid. Γm mus
cular now in comparision. I was very self
conscious about it. When I was in high
school, I wore a T-shirt under my jersey
because I had these bony shoulders,” he
said.
Wellness is a more ambitious perspec
tive of what health is about, Ardell said.
He explained three steps are necessary
to begin a wellness life style.
First, get the facts and learn the well
ness principles; next, decide which areas
of your life need work first, be it having
fun, relationships, career, whatever; fi- nally, follow the principles described in
an established wellness program like the
one here at UNF and make them work
for you.
Ardell graduated from college with a
degree in sociology and later received a
M.A. degree in urban planning from the
University of North Carolina
“When I was working on my doctroate
(in health and public policy) at Stanford
and Union, I got interested in wellness
because of the people I was meeting.”
“I was looking for something in which
I could use the skills that I had in plan

ning and make them available in another
context. I found health to be really inter
esting.”
Ardell is currently a consultant on the
nature, design, marketing and implemen
tation of hospital and corporate — based
health promotion centers, in addition to
authoring six books on wellness.
Ardell went to college on a basketball
scholarship. “When I was in high school I
ran cross country track, but I wasn’t
good enough to make the basketball
team. Right after high school, I went into
the service and played every sport imag
inable to stay out of duty. I got better and
matured,” he said.
At age 21, Ardell entered college. In
those two years of service he had be
come good enough not only to make the
college basketball team, but good enough
to get a scholarship.
“After college I didn’t do anything for
a year or two. I did get a little heavy then
because I was flying small planes and,
for a while, I lost my interest in exer
cise.”
Ardell, though, began to play handball
and became very proficient due to his
athletic background. He competed for
five years.
“I started running just as a conditioner
for handball and found that I did very
well in racing; so, I began to favor run
ning.”
“I still love to play games whenever
they are available. But we as health edu
cators have made a terrible mistake in
promoting team sports in high school and
college. How many of you play touch
football or basketball now? Most people
are doing individual sports — running,

swimming, biking; yet, those sports are
not encouraged in high school except for
those people on the teams.”
Ardell’s writing style is light and often
tongue-in-cheek. He could never be ac
cused of being ponderous.
“Whatever Γm writing about has to
have some meaning in the context of my
experience. Γm attracted to those things
that are likely to be of interest to plain
folks as opposed to academic audiences.
It is definitely more fun to write for the
trade audience than my colleagues in the
academic world,” he said.
According to Ardell, doctors are get
ting more involved in the wellness move
ment. “Just look at the Deerwood Well
ness Center where doctors are practicing
medicine above the fitness center and re
ferring their patients downstairs for ac
cessory testing and physical activity.
That is the doctor’s office of the future,”
he said.
Doctors are not really getting wellness
training, or focusing on the positive as
pect of health, in medical school; but,
they are picking it up on their own, ac
cording to Ardell.
Ardell’s tall and slim body does not re
flect the 46 years it bears. “I am not 46 in
the sense of lifestyle. There are very few
20 year olds that can run as fast or as far
as I can.”
“I wake up, jump on an exercise bike
and work on that for 30 to 45 minutes, and
work up a good sweat. Then go over to
my athletic club where I do a little Nau
tilus, take a hot tub and a shower and
then have breakfast. After that I’ll go for
a run and follow that with a swim. Then
I am finished exercising for the day.”

Ardell says,

'Key to wellness is your lifestyle,
By Betsy Winston
Staff writer

Donald Ardell, author of 14 Days to a
Wellness Lifestyle, invited anyone to join
him in a run on the University of North
Florida trails after his Friday, Jan. 25
workshop, ’’Planning for Wellness”.

Commentary
Ardell and four women met at the
UNF Field House. He definitely had the
advantage with his long legs in snug kelly
green shorts, and a long-sleeved Wellness
T-shirt. He had to be 6’3”.
I was nervous. I heard snatches of con
versations about marathons, shin splints,
and training. Their shirts sport the
names of those runs, according to Ardell,
that are dedicated to disease — the Can
cer Run, the Emphesema Run. He, him
self, secretly fears the Herpes Marathon.
Had I been in any races? “No, I just
enjoy running.” I was ashamed to offer
the Ortega one mile run.
We warmed-up with a few stretches.
There was no fancy routine. “I hate to
admit that is all I usually do,” said Ardell.
“We’ll run just down the road aways to
the trail,” said Becky Purser, coordinator
of recreational activities at UNF.
I was afraid to ask how far. We started
out in a pack, talking jovially. The pace
was brisk. The crisp evening air felt good
and invigorating. Maybe this won’t be so
bad; but I was glad I had not brought the
tape recorder.
I heard bits of conversation on the
day’s workshop. “The current standards
of health are set up to inforce mediocri
ty,” commented Ardell. “Wellness is a
richer way to live. It is a lifestyle ap
proach for realizing your best possibili-,
ties for well-being. The key to wellness is
lifestyle — the range of actions under

your control,” he said.
I concentrated on my breathing.
We hit the trail. The soft sand shifted
under my feet and we started to sepa
rate. “Negotiate a good deal for your
self;” I heard him say. “Wellness is not
about being fit but about having a good
fit with your enviroment.”
Was I running slower or did they speed
up? Ardell looked back to me and
smileed. “Remember,” he said, “wellness
is a mental attitude. The physical is the
least important component!”
My breathing was getting heavier. I
was dodging roots and soft sand, seeking
the hard tracks; but the group was pull
ing away from me. I remembered the
other time I ran at UNF. I remembered
getting lost.
Why did Ardell say we should pursue
wellness? Ah, because it is always relat
ed to satisfactions, payoffs and pleasures.
“You will be stronger, have more fun, be
warmer in winter, sleep better, and get
better gas mileage.” Yes, he said that.
“Physical fitness is a way to the emotion
al, mental and spiritual returns.”
I was warm and felt pretty good. I
tried to keep Sharon’s yellow shirt in
sight. “Set high standards for yourself
and you will get better results,” Ardell
said in the workshop. He quoted Kurt
Vonnegut, “You are what you pretend to
be.” I heard their voices in the distance.
I imagined catching up with them.
There were bridges ahead. I went up
crooked steps, over uneven and slanted
boards, and down again, three times. I
had to watch my feet. Challenging to
navigate, these bridges are fun and they
take my mind off the running.
I looked up and saw the lake dead
ahead. “Betsy, take a left!” Sharon
called. The water was glistening in the
last rays of sun and a musty, earthy,

smell filled my lungs. I caught a glimpse
of the yellow shirt and tried to speed up.
Ardell said that the key to exercise is
FIT-Frequency, Intensity, Time. Well,
this was intense, and we had to have
been running for thirty minutes. I knew I
had to work on frequency.
I rounded the lake and saw Ardell run
ning toward me. “I’m doing a missing
persons check,” he said. I reminded him
of our interview. “You are not getting
much of one back here,” he replied. “Are
you having fun?” I remembered him
sayng in the workshop, “It’s worth doing
even if it’s not fun. Developing high levels
of aerobic conditioning is a lifetime en
deavor.” I mumbled something about the
depths a reporter will go to for an inter
view as I plunged into a particularly soft
stretch of sand. He ran on ahead.
Finally I made it to the road; but, they
were going the wrong way. No! The
Field House is this way! I continued in
their direction. By this time I was really
feeling no pain.
I remembered Ardell saying that 65-75
percent of doctors visits are due to bore
dom and the doctors act as if it is due to
a Valium defiencency. “Examine your
doctor before he examines you,” he
quipped. “How are his goldfish doing?”
This had to be the home Stretch. The
ground had been burned here, and it was
hard to take a deep breath. I heard the
cadences of a marine drill seargent in
my head as I saw Ardell pull away from
the rest to work out on some of the bars
and obstacles that had been placed along
the trail.
“You have to take repsonsibility for
yourself,” he had said. “People are look
ing for a guru; but, there are no gurus.”
As the Field House came in view, it
felt good to repeat his words, “Here,
thanks to me, I am.” .

River Run
advice for
beginners
By Lisa Radtke
Staff writer

The River Run 15,000, one of the larg
est sporting events in North Florida, will
be held March 9. The 9.3 mile trek
through downtown and southside Jack
sonville attracts runners of all abilities.
For the novice runner who may be
thinking about entering the race, there is
still time to train.
University of North Florida’s track
coach Bob Symons recommends that the
beginning runner start running now with
a program that emphasizes time, rather
than distance, for the next two to three
weeks. This means running every other
day, starting out with a 10 minute run
and building up to 20 minutes.
“Running for time is easier than run
ning for distance,” said Symons.
After a couple of weeks of that pro
gression, says Symons, start with two
mile runs and add one or two miles per
week until the race.
“The goal is to train enough so that you
will be able to walk the day after the
race without pain,” he said.
“One thing you shouldn’t do is over
train,” cautions Walter Fitzpatrick, a
weight training specialist at the UNF
Fieldhouse. “If you can run up to four
miles at a time you should be able to fin
ish the race comfortably,” he said.
Fitzpatrick, who designs weight pro
grams and conditioning programs for
students at UNF has a few tips for those
who are new to the race:
• Warm up before the race by either
stretching or a light jog;
• Start out slow, and try to keep from be
ing intimidated by the crowd of runners
who may be passing at a faster pace;
• Try to stay out of the crowd — it takes
a lot of energy to run over, around and
past other runners;
• Try not to get blocked in;
• Drink fluids! Stop at all water stations
to help replace lost fluids.
Becky Purser, coordinator of recrea
tional activitiesat UNF has been a run
ner for 10 years and plans to run in the
River Run. For beginners she suggests
increasing mileage prior to the race.
“It’s a good idea to take a couple of
long runs on the weekends before the
race, and also get in a little hill work,”
said Purser.
The Hart Bridge, which is the last leg
of the race, proves to be the most chal
lenging for River Run participants.
“Try to remember it is the last mile,
and it’s a great view once you get up
there. Try to block the bridge out of your
mind,” said Purser.
“Let your arms do the work,” says
Symons. “Use a good arm swing. It
makes a big difference. Run with a slight
lean, drive off the balls of your feet and
keep your arms swinging,” he said.
For Fitzpatrick, slowing down σn the
way up, running at a slower pace and
picking up the pace on the way down has
good results.
All three runners suggest a high carbo
hydrate pasta dinner the night before the
race to increase energy.
“Do not eat any red meat the night be
fore the race,” said Symons.
Eating the morning of the race is a
matter of preference for individual run
ners. Many find that a light breakfast and
plenty of fluids is an adequate pre-race
meal.
One of the best things about the River
Run is the crowd, according to Fitzpat
rick. “Enjoy the race. You can really
have a good time — the people are cheer
ing, and it’s a fun run. Don’t take it so se
riously that you end up hurt.”
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Famous author speaks on "dressing for success’

"Your are what you wear' says Malloy
By Mara J. Owens
Special to the Spinnaker

Who am I going to meet today? What
do I want to tell the people I meet? Will
this clothing help me send that message?
Best-selling author, John T. Molloy,
told a capacity crowd of about 1,200 peo
ple at the Sheraton at St. Johns Place
they should ask themselves these ques
tions to prepare for each business day.
“Regardless of your age, profession or
sex, you should use these questions as
guidelines if you really have the desire to
further your career,” said Molloy, author
of Dress for Success, Women’s Dress For
Success, Live for Success, and Improving
Your Personal Productivity.
Molloy, an expert in self-marketing,
has spent several years researching or
ganizations and colleges to determine
what it really takes to be successful.
“The function of your clothes is not to
keep you warm. It is to identify the wear
er’s rank,” Molloy said. “It’s a very im
portant message-sender.”
The way you dress or hold yourself is
important in the business world because
“you belive what you see,” said Malloy.
You are judged more by non-verbal
than by what you say, according to Mol
loy. “What you say has zero effect on
what a business associate might think of
you,” Molloy said. “What you wear has
everything to say in the impression you
make.”
Whether you are an executive, college
student, male, female, young or old, suc
cess depends on selling yourself. “You
must be liked, trusted and look compe
tent. You must also give the appearance
of being hard-working and reliable,” Mol
loy said. “All of these factors weigh heav
ily in how well you succeed, not only in
business, but in life in general.”
Molloy was quick to add that you can’t
get ahead on image alone. “People who
send a positive message have an advan
tage.”
Molloy said Teal blue, grey or dull
dark are the best colors of suits for men
in this area of the country. Beige and offbrown suits are also acceptable. Brown
suits are more suitable for summer, and
always keep a plaid suit “shadow” plaid
in Florida.

He found it diffiult to catagorize the
dress code in Jacksonville. He said the
“First Coast City” had broad dress codes
determined mainly by the area of the
country an individual was originally
from. “Blue suits are worn by Northeast
ern natives. More casual dress, by the na
tives of the South.
“Limit your wardrobe,” advised Mol
loy. “It is not necessary to have a large
wardrobe in the business world.” This ad
vice applied to men and women.
Molloy offered some suggestions on
how to get ahead in business:
•Don’t dress flashy
•Wear the corporate uniform: the suit,
white shirt/blouse, conservative tie
(men) and shoes
•After meeting your client, unbutton
your jacket. People will believe you with
your coat closed, but they won’t like you.
“If you use an overcoat or raincoat, pur
chase a good beige one,” said Molloy.
“Don’t try to get by with an imitation. If
you own a black overcoat or raincoat,
give it to your competitor,” added Mol
loy. “People don’t give you as much re
spect, nor do they trust you in black.”
Eighty percent of men’s and women’s
shirts/blouses should be white, according
to Molloy, although, women do have
more freedom with colors than men. Men
should keep their pin-striped shirts and
suits to a thin pin-stripe. He said, “Posi
tively no ultra-suede, polyester, purple or
green suits should be in any potential ex
ecutive’s wardrobe.”
Contrasting collars are now 64 percent
more acceptable than in previous years
in the corporate image. Pink shirts are
also now more acceptable, however,
don’t wear pink shirts unless senior man
agement wears them.
“You should never wear more than one
pattern at a time,” said Molloy. “Always
dress conservative.”
Molloy said women who choose to
wear ties can wear striped, polka dot or
solids. All work well with suit.
Molloy cautioned against women tak
ing their suit jackets off. “Men can take
their jackets off and still be considered
executives. The man maintains author
ity,” said Molloy. “When women take
their jackets off, they are not considered

watching the clock until five and really
don’t have any particular goals set for
your life or career, then he is probably a
waste of time.
But, if you have set goals for your ca
reer, you have a commitment to these
goals and you are looking for ways to ad
vance in your career through these goals,
perhaps you should add Molloy’s books to
the top of your reading list.
They are the results of years of re
search. They have been applied in the
business world and found to be very ef
fective in establishing and re-establishing
your personal and corporate image.

executives anymore. They have no more
authority than a clerk.”
It is taboo for men or women to wear
initials on their cuffs. It is also consid
ered unprofessional for women to wear
slacks or cutesy “Doris Day” dresses.
Molloy says these, added to the “cute lit
tle pearls” give the message, “I am a
nice girl, proper, but not competent.”
Molloy was adament in suggesting that
women present their message as, “I am
strong, competent and independent.”
John Molloy isn’t for everyone. If you
are happy with going to work at eight,

Recreational News
Tide’s progress and narrow the score to
a 2-point lead. The experience of the Tide
paid off as they lauched a second attack
to overcome Army 40-27. A.G.C. came in
third place. Congratulations to all teams
who participated in breaking in our new
courts.
The Archery Club is reviving its mem
bership. Anyone interested call 646-2525
or attend the membership meeting in the
Field House at 7 p.m. on Tues., Feb. 5.
Sign up at Bldg. 14, the Student Life
Center or the Field House for all recrea
tional activities. Call 646-2525 or 2853 for
more information. Don’t be Reckless —
Be Sworn to FUN!!!

Contributed by Becky Purser
Coordinator of recreational activities

Basketball season is here and so are
the courts. The basketball courts are lo
cated at the north end of parking lot 4.
Basketballs may be checked out in the
Field House for use Monday through Sat
urday.
Congratulations go to two powerful
basketball teams who came out on top in
double elimination play in Friday’s Intra
mural Tournament. The Red Tide pound
ed the boards to an early lead over the
tough Army team. In the second half, Ar
my worked a strong defense to slow the

Spring Intramural Schedule
Aerobics — Field House — Monday & Wednesday, 5:30-6:30 p.m.; Thursday 5:00-6:00
p.m.: Weight Training & Conditioning — Field House — Tuesday & Thursday,
6:00-7:00 p.m.
Activity
Sign up deadline
Starting date
Monday Racketball
every Monday
3-5:30 p.m.
Challenge Court
nnnnn
nnnnnn
Chess Round Robin
Feb. 8
Feb. 11
Speed Chess Tournament
Feb. 14
Feb. 15 — 1 p.m.
Mixed Doubles Tennis Tourn.
Feb. 7
Feb. 8 — 1 p.m.
Mini Soccer
Feb. 15
Feb. 18
Tennis Singles Round Robin
Feb. 15
Feb. 18
Softball Round Robin
March 7
March 11
Table Tennis Tournament
March 20
March 22 — 2 p.m.
Trivial Pursuit Team Tourn.
March 20
March 21
Faculty vs. Student Softball
April 2
April 5

Alumni plan fashion show UNF students and faculty
for graduating seniors
clean up, in competition
From page 4

Programming is the “backbone of the
organization,” she said. “We need to coor
dinate our events and gear them to the
alumni.”
Communications and public relations
are importantalso. At UNF, the need for
feedback works both ways. “We need to
know what the alumni want to do and al
so what the University needs from us,”
she said.
Weatherby said the political action
committee would be responsible for in
vestigating ways to support UNF with
the Legislature. They will not be involved
with lobbying, she said, but rather would
act strictly as an information source.
Angelieri said student life support has
always been there, but it is now “coming
into its own.”
This committee has been charged with
assisting with recruitment of students to
UNF as well as getting involved with the
day-to-day operations of the University,
said Weatherby.
“When Dr. Hansford [Sandra Hansford,
vice president for student affairs] ap
proached us last year for money for
freshmen scholarships it became a focus
ing point for the association,” said Angel
ieri. The support from the alumni who
contributed was overwhelming, she said,
and “we were able to give nine scholar
ships last fall.”
The committee will also be organizing

a luncheon/fashion show for graduating
seniors in May, she said. The fashion
show will be presented by Stein Mart and
not only will fashion be shown but inter
view and job etiquette will be discussed.
This function will be free to graduating
seniors.
Besides Angelieri, the other new mem
bers of the Alumni Board are Donna Self,
vice president of programs and Calvin
Fink, vice president of finance.

From staff
UNF students, former students and
faculty ‘cleaned up’ recently in the WJCT
Art Competition. The competition is a
preliminary activity leading up to the an
nual Channel 7 Art & Antiques Auction,
Feb. 15-19.
Artists donating to the Auction could
enter the competition in any of five cate
gories and compete for more than $4,000
in prize money. The competition was

judged by Walter Hathaway, director of
the Columbia Museums of Art & Science.
In the painting category Larry Wilson,
student, took second place. In graphics,
Susan Daly, student, took first place and
Helene Baker, former student, took third.
In sculpture, Larry Wilson, student, took
first and Ken McMillan, faculty took sec
ond. In photography, Jane Lester, former
student, took honorable mention.

Academic Enrichment and Skills Center
Coming Attractions for Feb. 4-15
Monday
4 noon-1 p.m.

Tuesday
5

French Conversation Group
Speed Reading

noon-1 p.m.

2-3 p.m.
Writing Lab

Speed Reading

Writing Lab

4:30-5:20 p.m.
Speed Reading

U

noon-1 p.m.

French Conversation Group
Speed Reading
2-3 p.m.
Writing Lab
4:30-5:20 p.m.
Speed Reading
4:30-6:30 p.m.
TCE Review — Writing

12

noon-1 p.m.
Writing Lab
Speed Reading

4:30-6:30 p.m.

TCE Review — Reading

Thursday

Wednesday
5

13

8-9 a.m.
Core Group
noon-1 p.m.
French Conversation Group
Speed Reading
3-4 p.m.

'

noon-1 p.m.

8
Core Review

Speed Reading
Core Group
2-3 p.m.

(by appointment)

Core Group

Core Group

34 p.m.

4:30-5:20 p.m.
Speed Reading

Writing Lab

8-9 a.m.
Core Group
noon-1 p.m.
French Conversation Group
Speed Reading
34 p.m.
Core Group
4:30-5:20 p.m.
Speed Reading
4:30-6:30 p.m.
TCE Review — Math

Friday

Small Group — Math -- tutorials (Mon — Thurs)

14

noon-1 p.m.

15

Speed Reading

Core Review

Core Group

(by appointment)

2-3- p.m.
Core Group

34- p.m.

Writing Lab
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CCDS co-op program helps
students prepare for future
By Susan Ulrich
Special to the Spinnaker

You can avoid post graduation job
hunting which may end without the hope
of a job offer because you lack experi
ence by participating in the University of
North Florida’s Cooperative Education
Program.
The co-op program is offered by the
Center for Career Development Services
[CCDS] to help students prepare for the
future.
“Our co-op [Cooperative Education]
program enables students to earn money
and credit hours while gaining on-the-job
experience,” said Carol Ann Boyles, di
rector of the CCDS.
When jobs become available, the staff
matches the students whose academic
training best meets the needs of a local
business.
Juanita Barnes, coordinator of the pro
gram, said she serves as the liaison be
tween businesses and the University. Her
responsibilities include marketing the
program to local businesses and helping
them realize their staffing needs can be
met by UN F students.
“The more job experience a student
has prior to graduation, the better their
chances are in obtaining a job,” said
Barnes.
Joan Wiseman, co-op graduate assis
tant, said her role in the program in
cludes orientating students to the pro
gram’s benefits and developing jobs for
them.
“Our goal is to increase the number of
students and available jobs,” said Wise
man. “We are working to provide jobs

that will directly correspond with all of
the academic divisions offered by UNF,”
she said.
“Last fall, UNF received a $49,500 fed
eral cooperative education grant which
made it possible for us to offer the co-op
program to students during the 1984-85
academic year,” said Dr. Stuart Young,
project director and author of the grant.
The money is being used for salaries,
travel and other expenses related to the
co-op program, he said. Included in the
grant are monies allocated for the re
lease of two professors for one semes
ter’s course, said Young.
Dr. Adam Darm, director of the Divi
sion of Technologies, and Dr. Richard
White, associate professor of finance,
have been released to assist with mar
keting, administrative services, job de
velopment, recruiting and supervising
students for the co-op program, Young
said.
The number of students currently par
ticipating in the program has increased
to 35, said Young. A typical semester has
about 25 students, he said.
“We’re real excited. We have more stu
dents this time than we’ve had in a while.
The grant expires at the end of the sum
mer, and Γm hoping it can be renewed.
Fifth year funding is available, so I think
we’ll probable be applying for that, too,”
said Young.
Boyles said any full-time student inter
ested in participating in the program
should make an appointment with CCDS
for an interview. “It’s a good idea to
bring a resume to the interview,” she
said. Brochures highlighting the co-op
program are available from CCDS.

Committee to search for
a suitable site for park
From page 5

dustries. Electroplating research; office
and lab building research; heat seeking
research for the military; laser re
search; a naval training and équipement
center to research and develop military
simulation and training techniques; and
the Barnett Bank are some examples of
the industry located there,” said Ingram.
According to Ingram, UCF said their
primary reasons for research park asso
ciation is to take advantage of anticipat
ed growth and associated opportunities
that may be available in high technology
fields.
Locating various businesses in a single
location with university affiliation is ben
eficial for a number of highly desirable
activities,” said Ingram.
“Research parks provide good inter
face between the university and industry
as a clearinghouse for preliminary evalu

ation of inventions and potentially valu
able ideas,” he said.
Ingram said the actual reality of a
park will not be seen for another two or
three years.
“The first year is used to develop a
master plan,” he said. “The process of
developing a research and development
park begins with affiliation approval.
Other steps must be taken after that. The
Research and Development Park Au
thority must identify a land site and then
show liquid assets of $50,000.”
Members of the authority are Dr. Wil
liam Merwin, UNF academic affairs vice
president, chairman; Maggie Black, a lo
cal stockbroker; Dr. Scott from Florida
Junior College; Jim Winston, immediate
past president of the Jacksonville Cham
ber of Commerce; and Henry Luke, pres
ident of Plantec.
The next part of our series will deal
with possible land sites for the research
park which will be discussed by a newly
formed committee.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR

Photo by Vicki Thrash

UNF’s lakes are beginning to show the effects of the lack of rainfall
during the past four months in Jacksonville.

Competition like 'Jeopardy’
rather then 'Trivial Pursuit
From page 1

held Feb. 2, and is open to all. Interested
participants should contact Becky Purs
er at Campus Life and Housing Office,
Building 14.
Even at this late date, new club re
cruits .are welcome. Silkowski said, “The
two most important skills are speed and
knowledge.”
The style of competition can be more
closely compared to television’s renewed
Jeopardy, rather than the popular board
game Trivial Pursuit. The latter offers
no time factor, so important in college
bowl competition.
When in competition, two teams are
asked a toss-up question. Every member
of the team has an electronic buzzer they
push if they know the correct answer ac
cording to Bowman. As soon as one play
er has pushed the button the rest of the
players are locked out. If the plaver an
swers the question correctly, the team is
given a chance to answer a bonus ques
tions.
Examples of the toss-up questions are:

Q. Name the only opera written by Bee
thoven.
A. Fidelio
Q. Who did the monumental sculpture on
the side of Mount Rushmore?
A. G utzon Borglum
Examples of the bonus questions are:
Q. In 1664, the pamphlet Areopagitica
was written. Who wrote this, and what
was he opposing?
A. Milton, censorship
Q. Find the area of a rhombus with sides
13 inches long and one diagonal 24 inches
long.
A. 120 square inches
Silkowski claims, “One must have speed
and timing and a feel for it,” before the
question is completely asked.
Besides recognizing UNF as an aca
demic power, the initial success of the
team, “will help in recruiting freshmen,”
Silkowski foresees.
Any questions regarding the club or
theupcoming Intramural tournament
should be directed to either Steve Silkow
ski or Becky Purser at Campus Life and
Housing, Bldg. 14.

Local authors colaborate;
book research extensive
From page 4

Cleve Miller, a local artist who received
his masters in history at UNF, and who
teaches history at Lake Shore Junior
High School.
He used photographs from the State of
Florida Archives; the Florida Times
Union Archives; from the collection of
local historians; and some originals from
his own Civil War collection.
All of the photographs were in black
and white and he had to research the
subjects to be sure he got the colors
right. “In some cases several photos
were used in completing one drawing,”
Miller said. “The portrait of Beauregard
is a composite of several pictures I stud
ied and a description in the book.”
Miller got most of the materials for the
dust-jacket illustration from the Florida
Times-Union files. The jacket shows the
area from Ocean Street westward for
about three blocks as it was back before
the big fire. The pastel of Colonel Col
quitt used in the frontispiece of the book
is Miller’s favorite of the 10 original
paintings he submitted.

Assistant news editor for the Florida
Times-Union, John Gold, also drew
sketches and selected photos to enhance
the narrative. Most of the material he
used was from then newspaper’s ar
chives.
’’The re-enactment photos of the Battle
of Olustee and most of the photos and
sketches used were chosen to show the
kinds of costumes and weapons in use at
the time of the Civil War,” Gold said.
The combined efforts of all these tal
ented people has provided us with a nev
er before told history of the details of
how Jacksonville survived four separate
military campaigns.
’’The book has a lot to say about the
background of Jacksonville and the histo
ry of its early old families,” Schafer said.
”It tells how the people of the town,
Unionists and Federalists, pitted against
each other. Every time the Union forces
came, the Federalists went into exile. It
is a tragic story in many respects. It tells
the story of the tragedy of the war.”
Jacksonville’s Ordeal by Fire is avail
able through Florida Publishing Co. and
local bookstores.

Don’t miss the next Spinnaker
Coming February 18
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UNF says I Love You9
MARIE — I want you for my Valentine
and my fiance. I love you, David.

TONY Q. — How do I love thee? Let
me count the ways...5224 of them, all
found on Hoof Print Drive. Thanks for
the great big beautiful house. Happy
Valentines Day! I love you...Margie Q
DEAR MINNIE — Let’s 2-step divine
— Be my Valentine. Mickey

LETECIA — Don’t forget the good
times we’ve had. I know I won’t. Miss
ing you Valentine. Love, Jon
CARRIE — Thinking about you often.
You’re in my heart on Feb. 14. Always,
Jon

MOM — My best Valentine. Thanks for
all your love and support. #1 Son, Jon
CE-CE — A Valentine for my sweet
heart. It’s hard to find the words to say
how much you mean to me. May life be
good to you. Life is good to me because
my sweetheart is my wife. T.L.

JOANNA — Although the miles may
separate us, my heart is with you on
Valentine’s Day. Love, Dana

P.J. — Have a wonderful Valentine’s
Day! Its been a great near four months.
I can hardly wait to see what else will
happen! Love, P.B., Buttons, Brownie
Wally, Pooky & of course, Joy
TO MY BEEBER — Will you be my
Valentine? First there was babies, then
there was babies; then came
babieses!!! Remember the best is yet
to come. . .P.S. Scamper wants us to
be her Valentine too.

MARTY — A very special Valentine’s
wish for you and lots of love from my
heart. Happy Valentine’s Day! Love,
Becky

By Emily Campbell
Staff writer

How do you spell super? Mabrey.
Cheers and anything else to show appre
ciation for “An Evening of Contemporary
Music” are in order for Director Char
lotte Mabrey, assistant professor of mu
sic. The Boathouse was packed. The mu
sicians responded with ‘all they had’.
Most noticeable was the improvement
(over the past year) of Barry Olsavsky,
percussionist. “I give Mabrey the credit,”
he said. “She’s a terrific teacher.”. . .Dr.
Betty Gilkison, director of the center for
aging and adult studies and assistant pro
fessor of education, recently returned
from Tallahassee where she served on
the advisory committee of the Interna
tional Exchange Center on Geron
tology. . .Dr. Betty Flinchum, professor
of education, and Dr. Louis Woods, asso
ciate professor of economics and geogra
phy, have recently returned from Belize,
Central America, where they met with
the minister of education, presidents of
three colleges and the U.S. ambassador
to Belize. As a follow-up, they have writ
ten a grant to the U.S. Information Agen
cy for a UNF affiliation program with
Belize. Flinchum, also the director of the
International programs for UNF’s Col
lege of Education, asks that any student
who would like to study the British Pri
mary Schools or Medieval Literature
contact her at 646-2840. . .Welcome to
Dr. Carl Hindv, assistant professor of

TO MY POOKS — My one and only Val
entine! Hope you have a special Valen
tine’s Day because you are so very spe
cial to me! We’ve had a great 4 yrs/10
mths together and the best is yet to
come! Lots of Love on Feb. 14 and ev
eryday! Love, Your Pookey
BOB — You jogged my heart when you
ran into my life! Be mine forever. Love
G

TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
LIFE: Don, Tom, Griffin, Kathy, Glen,
Scott, Dena, Rob, and the UPB — A tis
kit a taksit, Student Life is a Blast! !

DEAR FLO — To you, the one with the
heart, to you, the one who always has a
smart remark. When you are around
there is never a dull moment, when you
are around SGA goes. Happy Valen
tine’s Day

EM — You are the sweetest Valentine.
Dad and I love you! Mom

S KIPP Y — I want a raintree of valen
tines to fall your way! Love Your
Brother

CHRISTY — Happy Valentines Day to
my “Socialite” and right arm. Mom

STUDENTS OF UNF — Happy Valen
tine’s Day. Sandra Hansford

Γm in heaven when Γm with my little
Kevin! Love, Mommie

LAURA — Happy Valentines Day to
the Sunshine of my Life. Mom

YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE — I love
your new body !

JOE — If you’ll be my Valentine, I’ll
share my pitcher of Michelob with you!
Your Boathouse Buddy

LAURIE — One and one make three. I
love you. David

TO FIELD HOUSE STUDENT ASSIS
TANTS: Pedro, Melvin, Walter, Karl &
Jeanie — Roses are red, violets are
blue, thank goodness for students as
cute as you! Love Becky

TO INGO — Watching and admiring
you from afar and a near. Please let me
buy you a beer. Happy Valentine’s Day!
Secret Admirer, B.B.
CLAYTON — Distance could never
shortcut my love for you. I love you.
Vondolyn

DEAR MARY — Happy .Valentine’s
Day. Will you marry me? Nick '

MIO AMORE — Happy Valentine’s
Day. Your Wife Elena

Happy Valentines Day to Mom & Dad.
From Julie

TO MY DEAREST LOVE — who
makes the best cookies — Happiness
Valentinesness. Love, The One With In
finite Names

TO THE ONE I LOVE — With you we
are one, without you, we are only half.
Love Always

MISS LESLIE — Will you be my Valen
tine and quite smoking. JRL
BETSY — To the lady who saved me
from myself, all my love, Glen
ALLEN — Have a chocolate covered
cherry day! Mel

psychology whose field is clinical psy
chology. Hindy comes to us from the Uni
versity of Connecticut where he complet
ed his master’s and doctoral studies and
Brandeis University where he completed
his undergraduate studies. UNF is his
first full-time teaching assignment. This
semester he is teaching Personality The
ory and Advanced Personality Theory.
He chose UNF because “I liked the peo
ple in UNF’s Psychology Department.
They struck me as being very energetic
and ambitious and really enjoyed teach
ing,” he said. His wife is also a clinical
psychologist (Child Guidance Clinic in
Orange Park) and they are expecting
their first child in three weeks (from Jan.
21). His hobbies are flying light airplanes
and photography. . .Dr. Fayneese Miller,
also assistant professor of psychology,
was using the computer at the end of the
Psychology Department hallway. “I’m
writing a paper on “Beliefs, Values and
Attitudes” which I am to present at the
University of California in Berkeley,” she
explained. When asked what else she was
doing she said “I’m into an aerobics class
and a weight class here on campus and I
find both are exciting and interes
ting.”. . .Dr. Jane Decker, associate pro
fessor of political science and director of
the center for local government, was
busy settling into her new quarters. The
opening Conference of Government Fel
lows was Jan. 25 and she said “they’ll be
coming here every week from then on up
to Mid-March. They” are senior public
managers from all over northeast Flori
da. As director of the center, she is re
sponsible for research on different kinds
of projects. The biggest one, she said, is
the impact of growth on the government
in rural counties. “All our work is grant
funded by state and local governments,”
she said. This semester she is teaching a
new freshman class — Introduction to
Politics — and a graduate class in Urban
Dynamics. . Dr. Kumar Kuthiala, asso
ciate professor of sociology, was sitting

SANDY — I love you! Love Roger

GENERIC VALENTINE TO MIKE —
[x] roses
[ ] daisies
[x] red
[ ] white
[ ] homecooked meal
[x] dinner out
Love Pam

in his office looking dapper in a shirt, tie,
sweater, plaid wool jacket and wool trou
sers when we passed. Stopping to com
ment on his attire, he said “I pulled out
some of the clothes I normally would not
wear in Florida.” Recently returned
from a year’s sabittical, he was glad to
be back at UNF. During that period, he
had returned to his native India and
worked at the National Institute of
Health and Family Welfare as a scholar
in residence. Working with the staff, he
developed a management and informa
tion system to improve the delivery of
family planning services to the rural pop
ulation. In addition, he collected data on
the social and economic consequences of
international migrations of the Indians to
the Middle East, Western Europe, North
America and Australia. “India is a large
contributor of manpower to international
migrations,” he said. His research on this
has resulted in an invitation to present
his findings to the International Congress
of Demographers in Florence, Italy, in
May 1985. “India has the second largest
population in the world,” he added. What
does he think of India’s new premier —
Rajiv Gandhi? “India is a traditional so
ciety. Most of our leaders have been very
traditional. One of the things she (India)
fears are innovations, because innova
tions rock the boat and Rajiv Gandhi is
not a traditionalist. He is ready for inno
vations and new ideas and they will bring
rapid changes in the society if perfected.
India has a bright immediate
future.”. . .Dr. Allen Tilley, associate
professor of English, was also in his of
fice. After heading the department of
language and literature for five years, he
is now enjoying the opportunity to do
more reading than before and also to
spend more time with his family. His son
is a soccer player and that means as
many as two games a week to attend. His
daughter, a former UNF student who de
cided to major in dietetics, is attending
the University of Florida. Tilley is writ

J.R. — I love you! ! ! Can’t wait till May,
19. Love S.C. "

DEBBIE, JENNIFER and ANGELA —
To the lights of my life. Happy Valen
tine’s Day. Love, Mom
ALLEN — Will you marry me? Love
Always, C

TO ALL OF THE STUDENTS AT UNF
— May you find all of the love you are
seeking. Curtis McCray
There once was a lawyer named Linda
Whose job was to prison to send ya
She was quite a hard tester
But the BUL last semester
Gave whole new meaning to the word
sequester
Happy Valentine’s! Fall ’84 BUL Class

TO CHETTER CHEESE - Boy we
want your body. For a good time call
246-SOSO. Happy Valentine’s Day!
Sweet and Low
There once was a guy named Bob
Whose girlfriend’s heart he did rob
Thanks for the fun
I know you’re the one
And not just another slob.
Happy Valentine’s Day! Your boomer
ang buddy
There once was a lawyer named Bill
Whose heart chased after a thrill
Though the girl of his dreams
Fell apart at the seams
She keeps a place in her heart for him
still
(I’ve lost my stuffing, have you got
some thread?)
Happy Valentines. Be mine. Yours
Sometimes C

LOVE AND A LOT OF FUN to all Kids
and Adults who would like to Travel
this July to one of 7 countries with Chil
dren’s International Summer Villages.
For more information call Lynne
Schwab, 646-2952.
ing a book on forms of plot for any nar
rative and teaches a seminar on the sub
ject — ENG 4933. His hobby is woodwork.
“I did my first piece in five years,” he
said. Walking on the beach every morn
ing and Zen meditation (he keeps his Zen
pillow in his office) are also important to
him. . .Dr. Betty Furdell, assistant pro
fessor of history and faculty advisor of
Phi Alpha Theta, announces that Dr.
Robert Remini from the University of Il
linois, at Chicago, and foremost author
on Andrew Jackson will speak on “An
drew Jackson and the Seizure of Florida”
in the theatre, Bldg. 14 on Feb. 4 at 7:30
p.m. Furdell is also faculty advisor to
UNF’s College Bowl Team along with Dr.
Ray Bowman, associate professor of nat
ural sciences. The team will go to the re
gional tournament at Auburn University
in February. “I’m real proud of this
team,” she said. They were undefeated at
Stetson University and made a good
showing at the recent tournament at
Armstrong State College in Savannah,
Ga.” She has also had a major article ac
cepted for publication in The Historian ti
tled “Queen Anne’s Doctors.” Furdell is
looking forward to moving into her new
house in Brierwood with her two sons, 9
and 4. On Saturday, Jan. 19 she intro
duced Dr. Bernadine Bolden, executive
assistant to President Curtis McCray and
assistant professor of education, as
luncheon speaker to the American Asso
ciation of University Women, Jackson
ville Branch. Bolden spoke on “Affirma
tive Action at the University of North
Florida” and answered numerous ques
tions after her talk. . .Dr. Lenard Bowie,
associate professor of music and chair
person of the department of fine arts,
presented his brass quintet, recently re
named the River City Brass Quintet, at a
concert in the theatre on Saturday, Jan.
26. Contemporary composers were fea
tured. Explanatory remarks were made
by Bowie to assist the audience in their
understanding of the various numbers.
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Classified ads

Call 646-2727
FOR SALE
TYPEWRITER - PORTABLE with
case; excellent condition, $40. 646-2764
or 744-2565. Ask for Dot.
FLORIDA-WIDE RETAIL FIRM
seeks full and part time sales help. No
prior experience necessary. Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available days,
nights, weekends. Average pay $5 to $10
per hour. Call Mr. Tully 642-4539.

1976 CHEVROLET STATION WAGONone owner. Excellent family or fishing
car. Roomy cargo area, recently re
painted. Engine o.k. to owner’s knowl
edge. $1500 cash. 355-4211.

MAG WHEEL RIMS; Hurricane type,
15” with chrome lugs. Ready for mount
ing. An excellent buy at $115 for a set of
4. 646-2780 or 646-2575. Ask for Sally.

SERVICES

BOY’S BIKE 10 speed, excellent condi
tion. “Free-Spirit” model $40. 646-2764
or 744-2565. Ask for Dot.

TYPING SERVICE. Manuscripts, the
ses and dissertations, resumes, reports,
IBM Selectric III. Rates as low as $1.25
per page. Call Abby after 6 p.m.
731-7814.

PUPPY, spayed, AKC Pekingese.
Copper-red; all shots; prize-winner. 6months. Tiny, housebroken, affection
ate. Reasonable. 744-2565 or 646-2764.

TYPING. Reasonable rates. Please call
646-2455 on Monday — Thursday from 9
a.m. until 2 p.m.. Ask for Linda.

EXECUTIVE DESK, solid wood, excel
lent condition, fitted glass cover — $250.
10-speed Raleigh Mixte bicycle, excel
lent condition — $200. Mattress, springs
& frame of full-size bed — make offer.
241-0766.
MUSIC MAJORS: For sale — Olds
trumpet & music stand. Has two mouth
pieces. $125 or best offer. Contact Ste
phen Grant at 739-1376.

‘73 VW BUG. Good condition. Evenings
721-0653.

TYPING. Term papers, resumes and
more. Overnight service available.
Near Hwy. 17 in Orange Park. Call Pat
ty 269-8885.

GENERAL TYPING SERVICES:
Term Papers 1.25-1.50 ds page. Also RE
SUMES, correspondence, etc. Electron
ic typewriter with memory. Call Mrs.
Hudson 723-3211 [near Regency],

TYPING BY MICHELLE. Pick up and
delivery available on campus. Profes
sional YET reasonable. 246-0378.

EBSON RX80 Printer $300. Bruce
724-0722.

EXPERT TYPING. Careful attention
to spelling, grammar, punctuation. San
Jose Blvd., North of 295. 262-7502.

GRANDMA’S 1920s style bedroom
suite. Deco vanity w/3 part mirror;
chest of drawers; double-bed head
board, all recently refinished. $300,
firm. 241-2372 evenings.

TYPING. Reasonable rates! Please
call 737-5775 on Monday — Thursday.
Ask for Linda.

TRS-80 MODEL III, 12-inch screen, 65
key console keyboard, Z-80 Micropro
cessor, 14K ROM, cassette interface,
cassette recorder, manuals and select
ed software. $400. Evenings 249-8775.

FLORIDA-WIDE RETAIL FIRM
seeks full or part-time sales help. No
prior experience necessary. Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available days,
nights, weekends. Average pay $5 to $10
per hour. Call Mr. Tully 642-4539.

Center for Career
Development
The Center for Career Development announces the following job information for
graduating students.
Eastern AirUnes Hiring Flight Attendants
Eastern Airlines is actively recruiting new Flight Attendants through 1985. Salary
for the first year is approximately $14,000 — 17,000 plus reduced fare air travel, dis
count accomodations and free time. Interested persons should send a stamped, self
addressed legal-sized envelope to: Flight Attendent Recruitment, Mialk, Eastern Air
Lines, Inc. Miami International Airport, Miami, Fl. 33148. A brochure describing this
career is available in the Career Center.
Electronic Data Systems has 4,500 opportunities available in business information
• processing. They are looking for individuals to begin careers in entry-level develop
mental programs. Company literature is available in the Career Center.
The Federal Defense Logistics Agency is looking for Vietnam-era veterans for posi
tions as Quality Assurance Specialist. See job description in Career Center.
Career Expo ’85 will be held during Spring Break on March 12 & 13. An opportunity
to interview a variety of Jacksonville employers. Additional information will beforthcoming.
Center for Career Development Seminars for February 1985
• Orientation to the Cooperative Education Program — Feb. 4,12, 20 & 28
o Job Search Strategies — Feb. 7,19 & 27
o Resume Writing — Feb. 13, 20 & 28
• Interviewing Techniques — Feb. 14, 21 & 28
Co-op Positions for Nursing Students
A co-op program with University Hospital has been developed for UNF Nursing stu
dents. Two part-time positions are available immediately. Nursing students may earn
academic credit toward their degrees.
For more information on any of these positions or seminars contact the Center for
Career Development Services in Bldg. 2/Room 2086.
This is a tentative schedule and is sometimes subject to change.
On-Campus Interviews Scheduled for February
Date
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 25

Company
Encyclopedia Britannica
Prudential
Dade County School Board
Goodyear Tire Co.
Seaboard System
I.R.S.
Price Waterhouse
Barnett Banks

Location
Southeast
Jacksonville
Dade City
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Southeast
Jacksonville
Florida

Call 646-2727

TUTORING — ENGLISH: Call
731-3369.

PLANS SERVICE. Residential designs
and renderings. Call 743-2456.

HELP WANTED
FREE!! Hands-on experience for
graphic arts, public relations majors
through membership on UPB PUBLIC
ITY COMMITTEE. Aid in publicizing
on-campus events, writing press re
leases, etc. Meetings held Tuesday
mornings 9:00, Bldg. 14, Room 1509. For
more information, call Sandra Straukas
at 646-2525.

NEED MONEY! The yearbook staff is
looking for a few good students to sell
ads for the 1985 yearbook. 15% commis
sion. Call Candi at 646-2817.

FLORIDA-WIDE RETAIL FIRM
seeks full and part-time sales help. No
prior experience necessary. Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available days,
nights, weekends. Average pay $5 to $10
per hour. Call Mr. Tully 642-4539.

NOTICES
JACKSONVILLE LACROSSE CLUB:
L∞king for a good few men. Call Ed
Kroh, 751-3800.

CCC MEETING DATES for the re
mainder of the semester are Feb. 7 & 21
and March 7 & 21. All meetings will be
gin at 4:30 p.mi and will be held in the
Bldg. 9 auditorium.

FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT. 3BR IBA, new
carpeting, range refrig. Off Emerson &
Phillips — 15 Min. from UNF. $450 mo.
Students could share, faculty or staff.
Deposit & references. Ms. Blum
731-7443.

VACATION-HONEYMOON-SKIING —
Private and Cozy Chalet in North Caro
lina’s Blue Ridge Mountains, near
Boone and five major Ski Slopes, avail
able all seasons. Call for information
and a brochure...UNF student (Busi
ness Major) owns: call at office
387-1318/1818; or home 743-1829.

NEW HOME! 3bdr, 2ba, with central
heating and air, refrigerator, built-in
oven and fenced backyard. Nice neigh
borhood. Close to school, Regency and
the Beaches. $450 mo. For more details
call 241-2795 Or 246-2913. Ask for Ben or
Patty Gurley.

PERSONALS
ATTN: TERRI TUTTON and JASON
HARDEE; Welcome to Iota. You are
important new additions to a growing
chapter at a growing university. We
look forward to serving with you this
year. Luv and PTK Hugs, Iota of Flor
ida
ATTN: ANDREA, CHERYL and
STEVE of Alpha Epsilon Lambda. We
congratulate you upon your invitation
into Phi Theta Kappa. We know that
you will enjoy working with Jackie and
all the wonderful members of your
chapter. Best wishes for your continued
success in the tutoring program. Luv
and PTK Hugs, Iota of Florida

ATTN: JUDY GARBACIK. Congratu
lations on receiving the SGA scholar
ship. You certainly deserve it and we
are so proud of you for winning it. Keep
up the good work. Luv and PTK Hugs,
Iota of Florida
ATTN: JACKIE KNOX, ROWENA
VILLANNOVA. Congratulations on a
beautiful initiation service and the
three talented new members you added
to Alpha Epsilon Lambda and Phi The
ta Kappa. Thanks for letting me be a
part of the celebration. Luv and PTK
Hugs, Margaret

Classified Ad Information
To place classified ads, come to The
Spinnaker office located in Bldg. 3/Rm.
2244. Forms will be available there. Clas
sified ads are free to UNF students, fac
ulty and staff. Rates for others: $1.50 πer

insertion, up to 25 words, 10 cents a word
after 25 words. Payment must accompa
ny ad. Deadline Monday prior to the pub
lication date.

FAMOUS FOOTWEAR
We Carry A Full Line Of Name Brand
Dress And Athletic Shoes.

Ä

Names Include:

∣

Reebok

∣

Nike

Kanga oo
Pony

Brooks

New Balance

Adidas

Converse

Argyle Village Square

1-295 & Blanding Blvd.

